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Weather damages dorms, rooms, property 
by Carole Homberger 
and Geoffrey Bornord 
While most University students 
were enjoying winter vacation and 
forgetting about school, some were 
reminded that life goes on in Bowling 
Green by a phone call from the Uni- 
versity. 
"Sorry to ruin your break, but your 
room bis been damaged," one call 
was phrased. 
The damages that occurred were 
primarily caused by the severe cold 
weather experienced over break. The 
most common problem leading to 
damaged rooms and property was 
frozen and broken wafer pipes, Bill 
Lanning, director of Residence Life, 
said. 
"It was awful," Carol Ogle, a senior 
and a resident of the Kappa Delta 
House, said. "The west end of our 
house was ruined by the water." 
Ogle said the water ruined carpets, 
beds and personal belongings such as 
stereos and clothing, and it also 
caused ceiling plaster to fall. Accord- 
ing to Ogle, the Kappa Deiia House 
was hit the hardest - several bed- 
rooms and a lounge were destroyed. 
The damage Ogle described typ- 
ified the destruction on campus. 
Fallen plaster and ceiling tiles were 
common, as were ruined paint and 
water stained carpeting. 
THE DAMAGE to room 245 Kohl 
Hall was particularly acute. Around 
Dec. 28, the radiator in the room blew 
up, devastating the room, BUI Frash, 
resident of that room, said. 
"The room was a sight," Frash, 
freshman undeclared major, said. 
"Everything got it. The paint was 
chipping, and the plaster was falling. 
Our posters were steamed to the 
walls." 
Frash said they had experienced 
radiator problems before the break 
but they had been repaired by the 
University. The University was help- 
ing to pay for some belongings that 
had been damaged, he added. The 
entire room has been repaired, in- 
cluding replacing furniture and tele- 
phone,   repainting   the   walls   and 
ceiling, and replastering. 
According to Carolyn Brady, presi- 
dent of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority, 
their kitchen was destroyed by broken 
pipes. "I love this house," she said. 
r
'It looked terrible." 
The unit director's rooms at the 
Beta Tbeta Pi and Tau Kappa Epsilon 
fraternity houses suffered water dam- 
age. Jeff Rand, unit director for Beta 
TTieta Pi, said he had some books and 
a briefcare damaged. 
"The University did a good Job of 
responding," Rand said. 
Rand added that everything was 
clean, dry, and picked up and the 
furniture was in place when he got 
back after break. 
Other places on campus reported to 
have sustained damage, according to 
Lanning, were: the room of the assis- 
tant hafi director of Offenhauer West, 
a shower room in Anderson Hall, the 
French House, Phi Mu sorority house 
and the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity 
house. 
T 
og news/Sue Cross 
Out of house and home 
Scott Schneider (right) UMUU in the gutted livinfl room of the house he end hi* seven roommates lived in before a 
fire destroyed the structure at 128 S. Summit St. on Dec. 26. The smoke and water damage left only some books 
salvageable. Until the house Is rebuilt, the landlord. Denny Meyer, has put the students up in the Falcon Plaza Hotel. Scott 
Barroway (above left) is joined by his friends Steve Grover and Schneider in his hotel room. David Henthorne. Mike 
Gundling. David Sinnett, Russ Armstrong, and Greg Click also lived at the house. Dg news/Sue Cross 
BG winter 
road costs 
are in line 
Cost overruns cause nuclear plant shutdowns 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nuclear 
industry, shaken by the cancellation 
of one power plant and the govern- 
ment's refusal to license another, got 
more bad news yesterday with a 
federal report that three-fourths of 
U.S. reactors have cost consumers at 
least double what was promised. 
The Energy Department's Energy 
Information Administration said trie 
final building costs for 77 percent of 
the plants now operating were at least 
double the pre-construction esti- 
mates, and for 28 percent, the final 
cost was more than four times the 
original estimate. 
The independent EIA cited infla- 
tion, rising interest rates and building 
costs, plus delays. In 1971, for exam- 
ple, utilities estimated four years to 
build a plant; now it is 14 years. 
Scott Peters, spokesman for the 
industry's Atomic Industrial Forum, 
said he could not comment on the 
report because he had not reviewed it. 
But he said he was not surprised by 
the figures. 
The report, plus other devel- 
opments in the past week, raised new 
Suestions about the fate of the na- 
on's other 48 reactors presently be- 
ing built. 
On Friday, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, citing quality control 
failures, would not grant a license for 
Commonwealth Edison Co.'s nearly 
completed, $3.35 billion twin-reactor 
plant in Bryant,Illinois. 
ON MONDAY, under pressure from 
state officials, Public Service Co. of 
Indiana abandoned efforts to com- 
plete its twin-reactor Marble Hill 
plant after having invested $2.5 billion 
into it. The action on Marble Hill, the 
99th and 100th reactors scrapped 
since 1974, shocked the industry De- 
cause construction was so far along. 
Last month, the government said it 
made no sense economically to cancel 
any plant in which 45 percent of the 
construcion was finished. 
"That just shows you how far the 
government is behind the times," said 
Charles Komanoff, a consulting econ- 
omist on nuclear economics. "As it 
now stands, you can nake a good 
economic case for canceling a plant 
that is not into the 70-to-75 percent 
range of construction." 
Already one utility, the financially 
troubled Washington Public Power 
Supply System, has put two plants on 
hold after going into default on bonds 
for another reactor. 
Even though the WPPSS' canceled 
plants are 60 percent and 70 percent 
complete, many doubt that they will 
ever generate a watt of electricty, 
because of an inability to find further 
financing. 
TWO TENNESSEE Valley Author- 
ity units have also been deferred, but 
TVA officials indicate they may not 
be finished. 
And the owner of the Zimmer nu- 
clear plant in Ohio, Cincinnati Gas & 
Electric Co., is fighting political pres- 
sure to abandon the facility, even 
though it is 97 percent completed. 
Officials estimate it may cost $3 bil- 
lion to fix quality control problems 
there. 
The EIA said five of the 47 plants 
completed in the last decade reported 
final building costs over first esti- 
mates by more than seven times. 
Two plants cost between five and 
six times their original estimate, five 
plants between four and five times the 
initial figure, nine plants between 
three and four times, and 14 plants 
between two and three times the 
initial figure, the agency said. 
Overruns on the 44 plants still being 
built and the four on hold or deferred 
status, now range from 300 percent to 
as much as 1,100 percent for the 
nearly completed Shoreham plant on 
Long Island. 
KOMANOFF, a critic of nuclear 
power, said it may still make sense 
economically to operate Shoreham 
because it is so near completion. 
But, based on their construction 
status, he said, 13 more reactors could 
suffer the same fate as the Marble 
Hill plant, the cancellation earlier this 
month of Gulf States Utilities Co.'s 
River Bend Unit 2 reactor and the 
abandonment of six reactors in 1983. 
"Ultimately, it comes down to 
money, because you can finish a plant 
if you have the time and money," 
Komanoff said. "But in the fourth 
quarter of 1983, Wall Street and utility 
regulators finally took to heart the 
financial risks of nuclear power. 
"Investors started to demand such 
high rates of return on additional 
money to cover the overruns that it 
became clear these plants could de- 
stroy the local economy," he said. 
"The only question now is how deep 
the damage will go." 
by Michael D. Towle 
slofl reporter  
Although weather conditions this 
year are much worse than last, city 
officials don't expect the rise in street 
upkeep and repair costs to exceed the 
amount planned in the yearly budget. 
The city over-estimates the amount 
of funding it expects to use during the 
winter on snow removal, street main- 
tenance, and employee overtime, 
according to David Barber, director 
of public works for the city of Bowling 
Green. 
Barber said the estimate is accu- 
rate - except in extreme situations 
like the harsh winter of 1978 - because 
the city does not plan its budget 
around the previous winter, but in- 
stead uses a standard cost forecast. 
Wesley Hoffman, municipal admin- 
istrator, outlined the city's main costs 
daring the winter seaton aa salt, 
vehicle maintence, and employee 
overtime. 
"Employee overtime is the single 
largest expense, but it is also the most 
unavoidable," he said. "Many streets 
cannot be gotten until the wee hours of 
the morning without interrupting traf- 
fic." 
According to Barber, the city uses 
the same employees for snow re- 
moval as it uses for street repair, 
park upkeep and cemetery mainte- 
nance. 
"This eliminates the need to hire 
additional employees. Instead the 
people we have now work under an 
overtime agreement," Barber said. 
The city buys anywhere between 
800 and 1000 tons of salt a year at a 
cost of close to $30,000, Barber said. 
This year for the first time the city 
has added a liquid calcium substance 
to its street salt due to the unusually 
low temperatures. The chemical will 
cause a reaction at below zero tem- 
Enatures while salt becomes ineffec- 
ve below 15 degrees Fahrenheit. 
"The liquid calcium on the salt will 
also keep it from spreading on the 
street, so we can useless salt with the 
same amount of effectiveness," he 
said. 
denounced Public safety puzzled by assault 
Rights commision alters policy 
HUNT VALLEY, Md. (AP) - The 
VS. Commission on Civil Rights, 
reversing a policy of former mem- 
bers, denounced affirmative action 
quotas yesterday as "unjustified dis- 
crimination" that creates a "new 
class of victims." 
At a news conference after a two- 
day meeting, Chairman Clarence 
Pendleton Jr. said it voted 6-2 to 
"declare our independence" of old 
policies that supported mandatory 
quotes for hiring and promoting 
women and minorities. He said the 
wrnmission will go on to study the 
affects of President Reagan's budget 
cuts in social programs. 
But Commissioner Mary Frances 
Berry, one of three old panel mem- 
bers, called its new majority White 
House puppets. 
"The White House now lias for the 
first time in the history of this institu- 
tion, its first civil rights commis- 
sion," she said. "And IPs just in time 
for election year 1984, which I believe 
was the plan... from the beginning." 
Citing an affirmative action plan 
for blacks in the Detroit police, the 
resolution said, "Such racial prefer- 
ences merely constitute another form 
of unjustified discrimination, create a 
new class of victims, and when used 
in public employment offend the con- 
stitutional principles of equal protec- 
tion of the law for all citizens." 
It was prompted by the Detroit case 
in which promotions to lieutenant are 
made alternately from lists of whites 
and blacks. The plan, which the Su- 
preme Court refused to disturb, re- 
mains in effect until 50 percent of the 
officers are black, about 1990. 
TK resolution said, "Each identi- 
fiable victim of the employer's dis- 
criminatory employment practices 
should be made whole, including the 
provision of back pay and restoration 
to his or her rightful place in the 
employer's work force at the next 
available opening." 
The panel also said it willexamine 
all the previous panel's policies and 
reject any it found objectionable. 
In another vote, the commission 
declined to endorse a staff report 
concluding more federal funds are 
needed to guarantee political and 
economic advances for blacks in poor 
areas of south Alabama. 
It decided to issue the report with a 
disclaimer rejecting the conclusion 
that federal programs in the predomi- 
nantly black areas of Alabama 
"should be enhanced, not eliminated 
or weakened." 
Berry said the panel's action on 
that issue was improper. 
"The commission majority doesn't 
believe the federal government 
should have any role in trying to end 
these problems," sb>- said. 
In Washington, Rep. Don Edwards, 
D-Calif., chairman of the House Judi- 
ciary Subcommittee on Civil Rights, 
attacked the panel as "totally irrele- 
vant. .. because they are anti-civil 
rights." 
Pendleton said he doubted the panel 
would reverse all old policies. 
Until last year, the commission 
comprised six presidentially ap- 
pointed members. The new commis- 
sion has eight members, four 
appointed by the president and four 
by congressional leaders. 
by Marcy Grande 
stotf reporter  
University police are puzzled by an 
assault which occurred Monday at 7 
p.m. in trie parking lot behind the Life 
Science Building and west of the Psy- 
chology Building. Police believe the 
incident could be connected to three 
assaults which occurred on campus 
last semester in the same general 
vicinity. 
According to police reports, a fe- 
male student was approached from 
behind while jogging. Dean Gerkens, 
associate director of Public Safety, 
said the victim told police she was 
shoved to the ground where she in- 
jured her left knee, right ankle and 
right side of her head. 
^*He got on top of her and knocked 
her head to the ground again," Ger- 
kens said. There was no sexual pur- 
suit on the part of the attacker, be 
added. 
Although her injuries caused her to 
lose her sense of awareness, prevent- 
ing her from getting a description of 
the suspect, the victim said the assail- 
ant was a male, wearing a long dark 
coat. She reportedly neard a car start 
and drive away, but Gerkens said it is 
unknown whether or not this is con- 
nected to the incident. 
"But we are not positive of any- 
thing and none of the victims have 
been able to give us a composite 
sketch, because they have not seen his 
face," Gerkens said. 
Cliff Boutelle, director of public 
relations, said the assaults are of a 
similar nature in that all took place 
shortly after nightfall. But, Monday 
night's assault was different because 
the assailant did not threaten the 
victim with a weapon. The other as- 
sault victims were threatened with a 
knife. 
The victim was transported to 
Wood County Hospital late Monday 
night where she received treatment 
Gerkens said the assault is under 
investigation. 
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-—editorial— 
Inconsistent 
Rhetoric 
From a political standpoint, President Ronald Rea- 
gan's speech outlining a new framework for Soviet- 
American relations was well timed and well worded. In his 
usual suave theatrical style, the president offered a new, 
moderate approach towards the Soviets which his critics 
have been calling for since Reagan took office. But the 
president's words represented an about face in the adminis- 
tration's approach to the Russians and much of what he said 
was inconsistent with his past actions and present policies. 
It has been those past actions which have chilled relations 
between the two superpowers to their present dangerous 
level. Throughout his term in office, Reagan's rhetoric and 
unwillingness to compromise has deteriorated relations to 
the point where little necessary dialogue has occurred. 
An inconsistency in Reagan's speech was expressed when 
he referred to the violations of human rights by the Russians 
and his assertion that those violations should be remedied 
before meaningful dialogue can occur. But the message loses 
credibility when the past record of the source is considered. 
Reagan has never been known as a champion of human 
rights and his consistent willingness to support nations who 
violate the human rights of their people exemplifies this fact 
- El Salvador is an example. The Soviets often raise that 
point when the topic of human rights is discussed. 
Beyond the inconsistencies, Reagan's speech may rep- 
resent a new hope for meaningful discussion between the two 
nations. If his speech is to be taken as more than just election 
year rhetoric to quell the fears of those opposed to his foreign 
policy, then the administration's approach to the Soviets may 
help ease the tension that it has created in the past three 
years. 
But his speech is far from the catalyst necessary to ignite 
the stalled talks. Reagan offered no concrete plans to get the 
Soviets back to the negotiating table and cited no specific 
areas where compromise could begin. Until those concrete 
plans materialize and those areas realized, his words will 
remain rhetoric and relations will remain dangerous. 
The War on Accountability 
Mr. Jackson isn't here 
by Art Buchwald 
"Hello, this is Jesse Jackson's cam- 
paign headquarters. No, the candi- 
date is not here just now. He's in 
•moteow trying to pttmaUto the S«w*-., 
ets to come back to the disarmament 
talks in Geneva. No, I'm sorry, Mr. 
Shultz, I don't know how to reach 
him.. .1 believe he has an appoint- 
ment with Mr. Andropov this af- 
ternoon, and is dining »iU Mr. 
Gromyko tonight before taking off for 
Peking to discuss the China-Taiwan 
dispute with Deng Xiaoping. Yes, Mr. 
Secretary, he fully understands he's 
not speaking for the United States, but 
la only acting as a concerned citizen. 
I'll tell him that you called. 
"Jesse Jackson's headquarters. 
The candidate is not here. Who is 
calling, please? Mrs. Thatcher ... 
Margaret Thatcher? It's so nice to 
talk to you. Unfortunately the candi- 
date is out of the country. Can I be of 
help? Yes, he does plan to stop in 
Northern Ireland. I'm sorry you feel 
this is an internal matter for Her 
Majesty's Government. But Mr. Jack- 
son believes you haven't given enough 
attention to the problem, and if he can 
get the British troops out we'll all be 
better for itjwont we? Please don't 
shout, Mrs. Thatcher. You should be 
happy that someone with Mr. Jack- 
son's statesman-like qualities is will- 
ing to get involved. Yes, Ma'am, 111 
tefl him what you said, but I doubt if 
the candidate will cancel his trip. 
"Jesse Jackson's campaign head- 
quarters. I'm sorry, the candidate is 
still out of the country, Monsieur 
Mitterrand. Yes, I did see his press 
conference with the Corsican separat- 
ists. But Mr. Jackson was just speak- 
ing about the moral justification for a 
free Corsica, and did not go into the 
political issues. I regret you're upset, 
Mr. Mitterrand. No, I don't think you 
can talk to him now. He's flying to 
Cyprus to talk to Turkish and Greek 
officials about the partition of that 
island ... No, Mr. Jackson doesn't 
expect France to give up Corsica 
without being compensated for it. He 
made his position on Corsican liber- 
ation very dear to Barbara Walters 
on ABC. well send you a tape of it Au 
revoir. 
"Jesse Jackson's headquarters. Oh 
hello, John. Thanks for calling. Tell 
Jesse things are going really well. 
The candidate has been on the three 
tsaiev news «hasn» every night for.itae 
past month. He got four minutes on 
his vist to El Salvador, three when he 
visited Kadafi, and five when he went 
to Brazil to renegotiate their loan with 
the United States. Ted Koppel has had 
him on "Nightline" all week explain- 
ing his plan to settle the Israeli-PLO 
problem, and "Time" magazine put 
him on the cover three weeks in a row. 
Where are you now? You're at the 
Vatican talking to the Pope about 
Poland? Did they let in the camera 
crew? Great. The Mondale and Glenn 
people are going crazy. And the White 
House is fuming. The president called 
a news conference the other night on 
foreign affairs and nobody came. 
"Where are you going from Rome? 
... You don't know? Jerry thinks you 
ought to bop over to Iraq and then stop 
offin Tehran and see if you can bring 
about a cease-fire between those two 
countries. But don't go unless you 
have assurances you 11 meet with 
Khomeini. Tell the candidate we're 
holding down the fort here. 
"Jesse Jackson's headquarters. 
The candidate is not here. Who's 
calling? Oh hello, Mr. President. Yes 
sir, I did give him your message that 
you wanted him to call you, but he's 
been terribly busy. Yes sir, I did tell 
him what you said - that the Ameri- 
can president, according to the Con- 
stitution, is in charge of foreign 
Klicy, and that Mr. Jackson is mak- 
[ your job much more difficult by 
negotiating with all the world's lead- 
ers. But he wanted me tc assure you 
that he is not making any promises to 
them which will be impossible for you 
to keep. Oh, there was one other thing 
he tola me to ask you if you called. Is 
it possible for him to use Air Force 
One while he's traveling abroad? 
Some of the Third World countries are 
very difficult to get to by commercial 
plane." 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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by Parry Wills  
It was a grand pose, but all an 
empty gesture-President Reagan's 
"taking the blame" for the poor secu- 
rity that made the truck bombs in 
Beirut so lethal. It is true that the 
president bears the political responsi- 
bility for putting Marines where they 
provoke rather than prevent violence. 
But no one can blame the president 
for the faulty military judgements 
that concentrated our troops so heav- 
ily In a vulnerable post - a basic 
violation of military doctrine. 
The president, by accepting a fake 
responsibility, forecloses the issue of 
true accountability. He interferes in 
the military's own disciplinary proce- 
dures. This resembles President Nix- 
on's intrusion in Lt. William Calley's 
review procedure. In both cases, mili- 
tary men who work for accountability 
had the ground cut out from under 
them. As one retired officer told The 
New York Times, "If the system isn't 
given a chance to establish accounta- 
bility, how can you expect officers to 
fear the results of failure?" 
It is interesting, by the way, that the 
Reagan administration is happy to 
shift responsibility to the military 
when it suits its political purpose. The 
very president who tells us the buck 
stops with him has Secretary of De- 
fense Weinberger shift the buck to the 
military when it was a question of 
denying reporters access to Grenada. 
The true parallel to President Rea- 
gan's recent action is not, however, 
President Nixon's attempt to get le- 
nient treatment for Lt. Calley. The 
best comparison is with President 
Reagan's own pardon of convicted 
FBI officials Mark Felt and Edward 
Miller. These two men were convicted 
of authorizing illegal break-ins, and 
that conviction was a victory for those 
- in the FBI as well as outside it - who 
believe that our law enforcers should 
not let themselves be above the law. 
Ronald Reagan pardoned the two 
FBI men during his very first weeks 
in office. It was a matter of high 
priority with him -Time reporter 
Lawrence Barrett heard Reagan tell 
Edwin Meese to "goose" the people 
who were processing the pardon. It 
was a policy move meant to establish 
that for Reagan, the FBI can do no 
wrong. In the same way, his latest 
move signals that the military can do 
no wrong. In other areas, he has 
indicated that the covert teams in 
Nicaragua can do no wrong, that the 
CIA can do no wrong to which it 
should be held accountable. 
These actions, which encourage the 
right-wing advocates of "unleashed" 
police and spies and armies, under- 
mine the very best people in the 
armies and agencies themselves. No 
FBI agent is a good agent who thinks 
the FBI can do no wrong. In our own 
private lives, we would never agree, 
about friends or opponents, that the 
good person is the one who thinks he 
or she can do no wrong. Whatever 
such a monster does is by definition 
good, simply because he or she does 
it. Is that the attitude we want in our 
armed forces, our intelligence agen- 
cies, our entire government? 
Accountability to the people is the 
very essence of our republican sys- 
tem. It is the genius of our constitu- 
tion. Without it, democracy has no 
meaning. We become the servants of 
our military keepers, rather than vice 
versa. It is the basic value of accoun- 
tability that Reagan is assailing in a 
thousand subtle ways. He wants us to 
salute instead of criticize. He wants 
us all to be "good soldiers." Which 
means it is time to become again, 
good citizens, demanding accounta- 
bility. 
Garry Wills is a columnist (or the 
Universal Press Syndicate 
Hart candidacy alive 
despite Glenn's edge 
Once again, a presidential election 
year is upon us and the scramble for 
delegates has begun. On May 8,1984, 
Ohio will hold its primary election. On 
that day, both parties will select dele- 
gates to attend their respective na- 
tional nominating conventions, but for 
the purposes of this letter I will con- 
centrate only on the Democratic dele- 
gate selection. 
As of this point, there are only four 
Democrats who are running active 
campaigns in the state of Ohio. They 
are John Glenn, Walter Mondale, 
Jesse Jackson and Gary Hart. The 
lack of candidates is undoubtedly due 
to the favorite son status of Senator 
Glenn. 
Most of the candidates are conceed- 
ing the state to Glenn without a con- 
test. From the viewpoint of a 
campaign consultant, I can under- 
stand the reticence to use scarce 
campaign resources in what is per- 
ceived as a non-priority state, but the 
citizens of Ohio are also being cheated 
in the process. Competition is a nec- 
essary ingredient in the political proc- 
ess so that each individual voter can 
properly scrutinize the candidates 
and choose the one which appeals to 
their particular ideology. As of now, 
there is minimal competition in Ohio. 
Jesse Jackson and Gary Hart are to 
be commended for bringing their 
campaigns into our state to provide a 
choice for the voters. 
As a member of the Gary Hart 
Siresidentia! campaign, I am using the 
orum to appeal to the voters to sup- 
port Senator Hart. We plan to field a 
complete slate of delegates from each 
Congressional District. Here in the 
Fifth District. Senator Hart needs five 
delegates ana one alternate. The only 
requirements are that the delegates 
and the alternate must be at least 18- 
years-of-age. residents of Ohio and 
citizens of the United States, regis- 
tered to vote at their Ohio residence 
and must not have voted in the pri- 
mary election of a party other than 
the Democratic party within the past 
four years. The state party will help 
defray the expenses of those dele- 
gates and alternates who would other- 
wise not be able to attend the 
convention which is being held In San 
Francisco this year. 
If anyone is Interested or has ques- 
tions about the Gary Hart campaign, 
please contact me. Thank you: 
Gary Dougherty 
Coordinator, Gary Hart Presidential Cam- 
paign 
(Fifth Congressional District) 
94 Summit St 
Tiffin, Ohio 44883 
New wave conservatism 
threatens equality in '84 
It is now 1984 and how do we review 
1963? Looking back, I hope that 1983 is 
the end of a T'right wing" epoch. The 
conservatism between 198WI3 void of 
empathy was as dangerous as the 
proceeding epoch of liberalism with- 
out discipline. The new wave conser- 
' vatism for the past three years has 
courted educational institution very 
dilligently. This new wave conserva- 
tism has created an atmosphere for 
people of ethnic descent and women of 
damned if you do and damned if you 
don't. This rock and a hard place 
situation has/is causing anxiety for 
students of ethnic heritage directly 
and non-ethnic students indirectly. 
This national conservatism trend 
culminated with the pathos of some 
fundamental religious movements is 
supposedly about the purification of 
America and its educational institu- 
tion. This purification of America and 
its educational institution is what I 
would term a bleaching process of 
cultural pluralism; dare to be differ- 
ent racially, culturally and intellec- 
tually. This sometimes scientific 
cleansing is an attempt at cultural 
blandness. The albatross concept of 
educating outside of multi-cultural 
perspective borders on racism, sex- 
Ism, benign neglect and anomie. 
The ethos of ethnic groups that is 
slighted by an institution of higher 
education will have comotized experi- 
mental and expiatory learning: frigid 
cognition. Ethnic groups ana women 
have grown up with the spirits of 
racism and sexism but are not im- 
mune to its affects or effects. Discern- 
ment of such spirits cannot be clouded 
by intellectual classroom jargon. Con- 
servatism known by any other name 
is the prefix "anti." 
Yes, 1984 has arrived as well as the 
recognition of one of America's fore- 
most prophets, the Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. The dream of this 
God-sent visionary was that men be 
judged by the content of their charac- 
ter and not the color of their skin. 
Synthesizing the dream of the 
dreamer with what has been/is a 
nightmare for the blue collar workers 
and economically disadvantage be- 
tween 1980-83,the nocternal benefits 
would amount to allusion. A dream is 
Clear Views 
all that some people have to hold on 
to. If new wave conservatism is al- 
lowed to continue, the dreams and 
perhaps of Dr. King would be an 
illusion. Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity has the greatest opportunity in 
becoming the Mizpah of racial and 
cultural enlightenment and under- 
standing in the state of Ohio. New 
wave conservatism is punitive and 
conventional but it was Dr. 
stated that we let justice r 
mighty stream. If we are to be free a( 
last, than freedom has to ring in the 
classrooms. Freedom has got to ring 
from the president's office to the 
offices of department chairmen and 
from administrators to the board of 
trustees. 
It is time to hammer the hammer, 
ring the bell and sing the song to 
counteract "new wave conserva- 
tism." A dream can become a reality 
when it is turned into a vision since 
where there is no vision the people 
perish. 
James Williamson 
Phi Beta Sigma House 
Health center employee 
responds to student 
>ui ui ner 
tope thai 
itOCOVM 
BUniver- 
I would like to address Deanna 
Arsenio's letter regarding her service 
at the Health Center. She apparently 
needed to get a piece of glass removed 
from her foot and did not feel that the 
doctor was justified in asking that she 
have an x-ray taken of it. She stated 
that it was not needed and that it 
would not have shown up on an x-ray 
anyway as "all of you students should 
know by now." 
First we assume that it was not 
your basic sliver if she did not remove 
it by herself. But even If it was just a 
minor one still: 
1. It would still show up on a x-ray 
as would any piece of glass. It would 
show up as a light spot Decause it will 
absorb the x-ray. So the doctor would 
have been able to see the glass had 
Deanna gotten the x-ray, but still she 
asks, "why was it needed." 
1A glass splinter is different from 
a wood splinter in that it will not work 
itself out of the skin if a piece is left in. 
Deanna would have been left with a 
more serious problem then she 
started with since the glass could 
have just worked itself deeper and 
deeper into her skin. Therefore, the x- 
ray would have made sure that all of 
the glass was out. Glass being as 
fragile as it is could have easily 
broken in half in her skin. It may not 
have been needed but, that is up to the 
doctor. 
3. Deanna's charge would have 
been put on her bursar bill so she 
would not have had to pay out of h
" would h f 
'the cWfa.lf sh! dofe nottiie I 
sity offers an excellent plan which 
anyone can sign up for at the Health 
Center. They are averaging a 10-day 
reimbursement rate which means vou 
have your money in an average of 10 
days. Health insurance is something 
no one should be without. 
Deanna also wanted to know what 
she and others will be paying for and 
what is the convience. 
Well Deanna. for about 118/semes- 
ter you are offered a health facility 
that has a full staff of doctors, nurse 
clinicians, lab personel. The services 
are numerous: a pharmacy, x-ray a 
lab to all sorts of tests, a cold and flu 
clinic, and a NEW women's health 
clinic. All of this is offered to you 
under one roof for ONLY IIS/semes- 
ter. If you can find a better deal 
anywhere please let all of us know. 
Also such as the offering of measle 
and rubella shots for anyone at a very 
cheap rate for only filling out a ques- 
tionare. This would not be possible 
without the work of Dr. Janice Lloyd 
who has dedicated an unbelievable 
amount of her time to the Health 
Center. Anyone who is a junior or 
senior and has been there lately can 
see a whole new Health Center. 
So Deanna that is what you get for 
your money, but I too will admit that 
It is not perfect. 
We of the Health Services Advisory 
Committee are currently working on 
getting the Health Center approved 
by the Joint Commission on Accredi- 
tation of Hospitals. If this is done lt 
will mean that we will meet a stan- 
dard of service that should be ex- 
pected from an ambulatory care 
center as we have at BGSU. We will 
need the students support to do this so 
Elease send any comments to Dr. 
loyd, University Health Center. It is 
by no means perfect but we are work- 
ing for Al-quality care and with the 
students support we achieve that 
SOON. 
Scott Baroway 
Hearth Services Advisory Committee 
RESPOND 
The BG News Opinion Page is the 
campus forum for your comments 
regarding something in The News 
or anything of interest to the 
University and community. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
10« University Hall 
by T. Downing and T. Clear/ 
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Replacement sought Death leaves position open 
Health Services director resigns 
by I5S5 Pefrettl 
slot! reporter  
Dr. Robot Desmond has been 
named acting medical director of the 
Student Health Services replacing Dr. 
Janice Lloyd who resigned December 
10. 
Lloyd said her resignation was 
based on "occupational and grcwth 
reasons. I wanted to move on profes- 
sionally." 
Phil Mason, assistant to the presi- 
dent and Mary Edmonds vice presi- 
dent of student affairs were 
dissappointed by the ne- s of the res- 
ignation. 
"The resignation was quite a shock 
to everyone but the search for a new 
director will begin as soon as possi- 
ble," Edmonds said. 
Beverly Baker, president of Grad- 
uate Student Senate said she believes 
there were certain reasons for Lloyd's 
resignation. 
Until a permanent replacement is 
hired, all of the programs instituted 
by Lloyd will be maintained and ex- 
panded as planned, Edmonds added. 
"I don't think she felt that she had 
the best possible resources (financial 
and physical) available to do the job 
she considered to be adequate health 
care for the students," Baker said. 
"She wanted to do more for students; 
she had a genuine concern for stu- 
dents." 
Mason said he was not aware of any 
problems (with the administration) 
that may have led to Lloyd's resigna- 
tion. 
"I think if you look at all of the 
dccomolishments. I think vou'd see 
there was a cooperation between the 
Health Center and the administra- 
tion," Mason added. 
Improvements in the structure of 
the Health Center had been put into 
effect under Lloyd such as the ap- 
pointment schedule for students and 
more space and privacy for" the wom- 
en's health facilities, Edmonds said. 
Dr. Desmond said he forsees no 
changes in the quality of care at the 
Health Center. ,7At this tirde, I see no 
present changes in what has or will be 
done with the Health Center." 
• PERM SPECIAL * 
Consult with our trained specialists who will 
help you choose the style best suited to your 
hair, face and life styles. 
Sale Price ($26-$46).     Regular ($30470). 
* Includes other perms $20 & up 
and shampoo, haircut, and style 
Mini Mall Beauty 
190 S. Main 352-7658 
by Noncy Beach 
stall reporter 
The death of Richard Lenhart, as- 
sociate dean of students for Univer- 
sity student activities, has left the 
University with the need to find a 
replacement but no definite plans on 
how it will be done, according to Dr. 
Mary Edmonds, vice president of 
student affairs. 
"It happened so suddenly, and with 
tlus (yesterday) the first day back, I 
haven't even had a chance to talk to 
many leople," Edmonds said. "There 
will be several possible alternatives, 
but we haven't even had a chance to 
explore anything yet. Of course, there 
will be a search and advertisement 
for the position." 
She also said there will be student 
involvement in the selection of a new 
associate dean. 
Edmonds said his responsibilities 
included supervision of the Universitv 
Activities Organization,  the Com- 
muter Center, programming for the 
Northeast Commons, and minority 
student organizations. He was also 
heavily involved in University cultu- 
ral activities. 
Lenhart's unexpected death on Jan. 
7 was ruled a heart attack. 
"He was a highly valued individ- 
ual," Edmonds said. "He will be very 
difficult to replace." 
Lenhart, who graduated from the 
University in 1950 returned in I960 as 
program director of the University 
Union. He was named director of 
student activities in 1986 and coordi- 
nator of student activities and organi- 
zations in 1972. In 1976 he became 
assistant vice provost for student 
affairs and attained his associate 
dean's position in 1961. 
He received the William T. Jerome 
in Award, which recognizes adminis- 
trators for outstanding contributions, 
twice from the Student Government 
Association. 
Richard Lenhart 
* All Sweat Pants - $7.00 
* All Hooded Tops - $10.50 
* 50% off select Jackets 
and Shoes   " 
* 50% off ALL Hockey Sticks, 
Bowling Bags, Golf Clubs and 
Covers, Batting Gloves, Ball Bats, 
Baseball Shirts and Rackets 
THE LOCKERROOM 
109 N. MAIN    352-7197 
coupon coupon 
Special Offer 
Carousel 
Beauty Shop $5 
HAIRCUTS 
30% off PERMS 
Aak for Peggy 
Braiding Styles Available 
140 E. Woottw, 3S2-0000 
•r -HI. M JO, inure. «•».«. 
Expire* 2/1/84        NEXUS OttDKEN 
NATURE'S 
MANNA 
this weekend only 
Jan. 19,20,21 
134 E. Court 
352-0236 
CONTACT 
u SALE 
ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES 
Bring in your soft lenses 
and trade up to extended 
wear lenses end receive 
OFF 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
336 S. MAIN STREET 
352-5620 
• COME SEE US FOR YOUR 1984-85 
HOUSING NEEDS. 
• PICK UP YOUR FREE HOUSING BRO- 
CHURE. 
• WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF 
HOUSING RANGING FROM APARTMENTS 
TO HOUSES. FROM 1 BEDROOM TO 4 
BEDROOMS. 
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE! 
ANY QUESTIONS, JUST CALL ON ANY OF 
OUR QUALIFIED, RELIABLE STAFF. 
SUB-ME-QUICK 
HAS MOVED TO A NEW 
CONVENIENT LOCATION 
TO BETTER SERVE YOU! 
WE WELCOME YOU TO VISIT 
OUR NEWLY NAMfcU.'.T" ■" 
Di Benedetto's 
Deli-Restaurant 
FEATURING FRESHLY BAKED 
GOODS AND SPECIALTY 
SANDWICHES. 
(OLD FINDER'S RECORDS) 
1432 E. WOOSTER 
NEXT TO FALCON PLAZA 
FALL 1984 
WE HAVE WHAT 
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR!! 
* Whole Houses 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
* Apartments in Houses 
1,2,3 Bedroom 
EFFICIENCIES 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
* APARTMENT COMPLEXES 
Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor, 
Field Manor, 8th St., Willow House 
CALL 352-0717 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
(MAURER GREEN) 
Sweat Suits 
Pullover—11.50 
Pants—   1.50 
SAVE 
f4 Per Set 
ATHLETIC 
SHOES 
Men •. Women $ 41 Kkis 
eVVfVCrVO *Tyl 9 9 
10% -40% Off 
New BoSence • Brooks • Convors* | 
RACQUETS 
and Gloves 
20% OFF 
VoH-Centrum-Footjoy 
AEROBICWEAR 
20% -40% 
OFF A 
Donekln-Brook. j9L 
• Nowtoknc*   |j   j| 
W» rtnt and tall croaa-countr/ tkli. \MT 
"Your AthlHIc Shot and Sporttm—r Haadquartv In B.Q." 
FALCON HOUSE \ 
140 E. Wooster Ph. 352-3610 
KRS. 10-5:30 open M * F III 8:00 
I 
I 
5 
E 1450 E. Wooster Expires 1/25/84 
HUNGRY? 
1/2 BAR BQ CHICKEN 
1/2 lb. Fries       All For 
Lg. Coke $3.49 
No oth*r discount! apply - carry-out only 
m 1450 E. Wooster Expires 1/25/84 
CROWD PLEASER!! 
20 pcs. Fried Chicken 
5 Breosts-5 Wings-5 Thighs-5 Legs 
1 lb. Fries       $9.99 
4 lg. Cukes 
No oth«r discounts apply . carry-out only 
m 1450 E. Wooster Expires 1/25/84 
PASTA LOVERS!! 
A Heap of Spaghetti 
With homemade MUC* 
French bread 8 butter 
Lg. Coke       $1.99 
No other discounts apply - corry-out only 
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King's dream Main St. back, not as a restaurant 
remembered 
by Tom Reed 
stall reporter 
Though Dr. Martin Lu- 
thur King Jr. died without 
ng his goal of racial 
y fulfilled, this week 
University organi- 
zations will attempt to 
keep King's dream alive. 
In honor of Martin Lu- 
ther King Day, observed 
Monday, the Minority Stu- 
dent Activities ana the 
Black Student Union are 
sponsoring a three-daypro- 
grara as the first part of a 
series entitled "Moments 
in Ethnicity: Yesterday, 
Today and Tommorrow. 
The first segment, "Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
Week"( Jan. 18-20), will re- 
flect on King's dream of 
racial equality and show 
bow it continues through 
an evolutionary process, 
according to BSU Presi- 
dent Errol Samuel. 
"When Dr. King lived, 
he fought for our basic 
liberties:    however,   the 
movement has not re- 
mained stagnant," Samuel 
said. "Today we are 
looking for the opportunity 
to function as a black man 
or woman and not be pre- 
judged because we are a 
different color." 
Deanna Okoiti, director 
of MSA and the coordina- 
tor of this week's program, 
said a major function of 
the project is to promote 
interaction between whites 
and blacks, a cornerstone 
of Dr. King's dream. 
The week's activities 
will start tonight at 7 n.m. 
in the Northeast Com- 
mons, when a panel of stu- 
dents representing various 
organizations including 
Undergraduate Student 
Government, UAO, the 
BSU and the MSA will in- 
terpret Martin Luther 
King's impact on society 
today as well as the future. 
Tomorrow, Manning 
Marble, professor of politi- 
•ee KING page 5 
$2 OFF 
Any large pizza 
with on* or mort items 
Hg^Yj^.    Free Delivery 
Pr7T?V^ COUPON PER PIZZA 
"**OPW 4 P.m. QOODTHRU MM4_ 
352-5166 Voted 6>»t Pizza In B.C. 
<OUPONV 
Remodeled and reopened bg news/James Youll. 
Bob Beers, owner of the "Main St." bar, 117 N. Main, shows off the remodeled portion ot his nightclub. Beers 
had announced in December that the bar would be sold and converted Into a restaurant, but said the deal with Boots 
Ferguson and Mike Tltmuss "fell through." 
91 OFF 
Any medium pizza 
<*itr. one or more ,tems    . 
PkrvLtllrfe'    Free Ml*^ 
raWw!'^   *0NECOUPONPERP|Z*A 
'^""OPIM 4 P.m. QOOD THRU fcgMj 
352-5166 Voted Best Pizza In B.C. 
FINAL 4DAYS! 
JANUARY CLEARANCE 
SALE 
SAVE 
10-50% Off 
Rings - Watches 
Earrings - Giftware 
Many More Items 
Stop In and Check Sale Tags. 
■r»Mi \f" V 
Mon 10-11:00 
Tact Wed Thurs 10-5:30 
Fri 10-6:00 
Sst 10-5:00 
125 N. Main 
353-6691 
BOWLING CHEN. OH. 
E.WELKV>TOftB 
University Bookstore 
WELCOME 
STUDENTS! 
Ope* Setvretys • e.n.-S p.m. - Weokfcyt • ■•■•■$ *••• 
Special opening hours 1 / IS Wed.. 1/19 Thur.. 
1 / 23 Mon. - 8 a.m. • S p.m. 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS 
• A»T t SCHOOL SUPPLIES • 
IEST SELLING PAPERBACK BOOKS • GREETING CARDS • STUDY AIDS • 
BGSU SHIRTS • SUNDRY ITEMS AND MORE 
Matter Card/Vita Accepted 372-2851 
Port'****, 
v&& 
*«* blood 
pressure 
checked. 
by Mike Mclntyre 
slotl reporter 
Students who frequented 
Main St, 117 N.Maln, may 
have expected to find the 
bar closed when they re- 
turned to Bowling Green 
after the holiday season. 
Its owner, Bob Beers, 
told theBG News in No- 
vember that the bar would 
be sold over the break and 
the new buyers would turn 
it into a restaurant. But as 
the spring semester be- 
gins, the story is different. 
The bar remains open, and 
according to its owner Bob 
Beers, it will not be sold. 
The attempt to buy Main 
St has fallen through be- 
cause the prospective buy- 
ers took too much time 
with the lease and fi- 
nances, Beers said. 
Boots Ferguson and 
Mike Titmuss, the prospec- 
tive buyers, said no time 
limits were made in their 
agreement so Beers broke 
their contract 
Beers said the buyers 
were supposed to take in- 
ventory at Main St. on its 
planned final night of busi- 
ness, Saturday, Dec. 17. 
"They never showed, so 
I called them and found out 
they were having problems 
with the lease and the fi- 
nancing," Beers said. 
"I got a call from one of 
the buyers asking for an- 
other week's extension on 
the Friday before 
Christmas (Dec. 23). By 
that time, I said to forget 
the whole thing, because 
they had been Jacking 
around with it for three 
months," he said. 
BEERS SAID his plans 
to work for a corporation in 
Canada were canceled be- 
cause he had not reported 
there on Dec. 18, the day 
after the bar was to be 
sold. He said this contrib- 
uted to his keeping the bar. 
Ferguson said" the fi- 
nancing had been ap- 
proved by his bank, but he 
and his partner were 
bogged down with paper- 
work. 
"In the agreement we 
signed on Dec. 2, there 
were no dates specified. 
We had a deal," Ferguson 
said. "All he (Beers) had 
to do was wait one more 
week and we would have 
had the money. I would 
speed up the bank if there 
was any way I could." 
"A contract is only as 
good as the people who 
sign it and for some reason 
Mr. Beers decided not to 
live up to his end," Tit- 
muss said. "We will take 
every legal means in order 
to correct that situation." 
"We have to cancel the 
loan now. after all that 
work. Blueprints were 
drawn and plans were 
made. My partner and I 
are very disappointed," 
Ferguson said. 
Beers not only decided to 
keep Main St., he also 
made more than $10,000 in 
renovations to the bar. 
"The remodeling cost 
over $10,000. One of the big 
changes was an increase of 
30 percent in the size of the 
dance floor," Beers said. 
I March of Dimes ■IBM OtHCB KMOUIONa 
Pre-lnventory Sale! 
Throughout The Store 
  BLAZERS 
entire stock 
Pncs 
BLOUSES* 
SWEATERS 
entire stock 
up to 
525 
FALL SKIRTS        FALL DRESSES 
corduroy, wool blends 
FALL SUITS 
entire stock 
Vl Off y% Met 
Many Unadverfised Reductions 
entire stock 
rriCO 
FALL PANTS 
up to 
1/2 OFF 
3S2-422S 
AFTER   INVENTORY   SALE 
GALS LEE 
CORDUROY ST. LEGS 
Reg. 27.00 Now 18.95 
CORDUROY SKIRTS 
Reg. 25.95 Now 19.95 
CORDUROY BAGGIES 
Selected styles & colors 
Reg. 31.95 Now 19.95 
DENIM WHITE PIN STRIPES 
Reg. 30,95 Now 25.95 
DENIM ST. LEGS 
Reg. 27.00 SALE 18.95 
GALS LEVIS 
CORDUROY ST. LEGS 
Reg. 29.95 Now 18.95 
CORDUROY BAGGIES 
Reg. 29.95 Now 15.95 
DENIM ST. LEGS 
Reg. 27.95 Now 17.95 
UNDERGROUND BLOUSES 
GUYS LEE 
CORDUROY ST. LEGS 
Reg. 20.00 Now 14.95 
DENIM ST. LEGS-PRE RINSED   ' 
Reg. 20.00 Now 17.95 
UNWASHED -Reg. 18.99 Now 14.95 
BIB OVERHALLS-CORDS 
Reg. 29.50 Now 14.95 
GUYS LEVIS 
CORDUROY ST. LEGS 
Reg. 20.00 Now 17.95 
GALS SWEATERS 
CREW NECKS    Reg 14.95 Now 9.95 
ASSORT STYLES   Now'14.95 
ELY WALKER TOPS 
20% - 50% OFF 30% OFF ALL 
ASSORTED STYLES 
Reg. 13.95 To 17.95 
Now 8.95 To 10.95 
.'    ,KMIK> KM I  si )( |, 
531 Ridge St. JEANS 1 THINGS for Guys n Gals 352-8333 
-campus/local 
Budget request passed 
The University adopted 
a record $78 million capital 
budget request at its Board 
of Trustees meeting Fri- 
day January 13, Oat if 
approved, would help fi- 
nance new construction, 
building renovations and 
other "needed items." 
Phil Mason, assistant to 
the president, called the 
request "a list of identified 
needs on campus." The list 
includes buildina additions 
for the College of Business, 
the Fine Arts Building, the 
Technology Building, a 
new Home Economics 
Building and construction 
of building tor vehicles. 
The money also would fi- 
nance renovations for Wil- 
liams, Overman, Hayes, 
Shatzel, Hanna. Moseley 
and Johnston halls, the 
Fine Arts building and the 
King 
from page 4 
cal sociology at Colgate 
University, willspeak in 
the Amani Room at 7 p.m. 
on the evolution of the civil 
rights movement. 
The   week's   activities 
will end Friday at 7 p.m. in 
:   LSAT 
1 GMAT 
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Eppler complex. 
Asbestos removal, bar- 
rier removal and purchase 
of instructional and data 
processing equipment are 
other capital budget items 
included in the Ust to be 
forwarded to the Ohio 
Board of Regents for con- 
sideration. The request 
covers a five to six year 
period including 1990, Ma- 
son said. 
University President 
Paul Olscamp reported on 
the $15,000 worth of dam- 
ages to student rooms that 
occurred when sub-sero 
weather broke waterlines 
during break. The 26 stu- 
dents whose rooms and 
property were damaged 
have been contacted, and 
the University will aid 
them in recovering dam- 
ages, he said. 
Olscamp announced the 
the Northeast Commons 
when fraternities and soro- 
rities will join the Univer- 
sity's male choir in a 
variety show.    . 
Part two of the series 
will begin in February with 
a salute to Black History 
Month, and the final part, 
in March, will concentrate 
on the Hispanic heritage. 
long-awaited renovation of 
West Hall should be com- 
pleted Oct. 31, with an ex- 
pected occuoancv date set 
for spring semester, 196$. 
The board also approved 
a recommendation from 
Olscamp that would enable 
tenured faculty to immedi- 
ately receive the rights 
and privileges of tenure 
instead of waiting a year, 
as was the past procedure. 
Undergraduate Student 
Government President 
Brian Baird, reported on 
the status of Student Legal 
Services that has attracted 
15 applicants to date. Baird 
said he is optimistic of "an 
opening date in March," 
yet added that he still must 
check with the Bursar, Joe 
Martini, to determine how 
much SLS money has been 
collected from fee pay- 
ments for the semester. 
In other business, the 
board approved a major 
and minor in scientific and 
technical communication, 
the first such major of its 
kind in Ohio. The major 
will be Incorporated into 
the Department of En- 
glish. 
The board heard that 
applications for freshman 
admissions have increased 
by 3 percent and transfer 
student applications have 
increased by 42.1 percent 
compared to the same time 
last year. Mason attrib- 
uted the increase to a suc- 
cessful recruiting and 
marketing campaign by 
the University. 
■COUPON  
NORTHEND PIZZA 
352-7734 Free Delivery 
FREE 12" Pizza With 
The Purchase of 16" Pizza 
We now make our own crust 
Expires: 1-28-84 
„_ COUPON-  
HOURLY SPECIALS EVERY DAY STARTING AT 4 PM! 
JAMAICA HOUR 4-5 PAA 
*6# HAPPY HOURS 
5-7 PM & 10 PM-MID. 
%*/ 
— 
Welcome 
Students 
Bee Gee 
kstorel 
Regular Hours: 
Monday-Friday 
9:00-5:30 
[Saturday 9:00-5.00 
• if 
(Across from Harshman) 
Plenty of New & 
Used Texts Still 
Available 
Supplies & 
Backpacks & 
T-Shirts   & 
Much More 
TTTTT 
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Third Week Grand Opening 
' • * -    • 
:   WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS, 
•        FACULTY AND STAFF 
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Churchill's 
■   ®*CHURCHI 
1141 S.MainSt. 
Bowling Green 
354-2526 
Open 24 Hours - 7 Days a Week j , 
A FAMILY ORGANIZATION 
SINCE 1917 
WE BELIEVE you'll agree, Churchill's is a uni- 
que experience in food shopping. We work to 
make it that way. And, all the while, we're 
committed to delivering VALUE — the best 
possible quality at the lowest possible price. 
But you know, there's more to value than high 
quality and low prices. There's variety, con- 
venience, and service. Efforts in all these 
areas combine to bring you the most value for 
your grocery dollar. It's the kind of value you 
get at CHURCHILL'S. And that's a promise. 
Walter A. Churchill 
WALTER A. CHURCHILL. 3R. CHAIRMAN Of THE BOARD        WALTER A. CHURCHILL, JR.. PRESIDENT 
CHURCHILL'S SUPER MARKET. INC. • 5700 MONROE STREET • 8YLVANU. OHIO 43580 • 410*82-0051 
FEATURING 
• QUALITY - from truly home-made baked goods to the 
finest in deli trays...you'll find it at Churchill's. 
• VARIETY - for that unique ingredient in that very special 
recipe . . . you'll find it at Churchill's. 
• SERVICE - from unloading your purchases to carrying 
them out to your car . . . all with a amile at Churchill'a. 
• VALUE - for everyday low prices in brand name products 
. . . you'll find It at Churchill's. 
Pick up our value-filled in-store circular and 
enjoy a cup of our Coffee Churchilllan. 
We wish you a Very Happy New Year! 
We believe in value! 
Churchill's 
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University won't pay 
by Potty Rtttor 
stoft reporter 
Those students whose 
property was damaged 
over winter break by bro- 
ken water pipes and rup- 
tured heaters are not 
covered under University 
policy and will only receive 
compensation by filing 
claims against the State of 
Ohio, Robert Rudd, direc- 
tor of housing, said. 
According to Bill Lan- 
ning, director of residence 
iife, many sorority and fra- 
ternity bouses, along with 
areas of Offenhauer West, 
Anderson and Kohl resi- 
dence halls were damaged. 
Kappa Delta sorority 
bouse received the most 
damage of the living quar- 
ters, Canning said. 
The University cannot be 
liable for personal prop- 
erty damage in students' 
rooms, however, Rudd 
said. 
"The bousing contract 
states that the University 
cannot take responsibility 
for damage to personal 
property, students should 
be covered by homeown- 
iKEKEKEKEKEKEKEKEKEKEK 
RUSH 
KAPPA SIGMA 
Tomorrow, 
January 19 
"A Night At The Movies" 
7:30 p.m. 
At the House 
KEKEKE KEKEKEKEKEKEKEK 
er's   or   renter's   insur- 
ance," Rudd said. 
All of the University stu 
dents whose personal prop- 
erty was damaged by wa- 
ter were notified during 
break and were invited to 
come to the University to 
assess the damage, he 
said. 
"WE NOTIFIED about 
20 students after mainte- 
nance looked over the 
damage to personal items. 
They (students) were al- 
lowed to come back to 
campus to assess the dam- 
age themselves if they 
thought it was really nec- 
essary. But most of the 
damage done to personal 
unpaty is minimal," 
LarininK said. 
Those students whose 
property was heavily dam- 
aged or are without any 
type of insurance cover- 
age, can file a claim 
against the State of Ohio 
through the budget direc- 
tor's office at the Univer- 
sity, Rudd said. 
university students liv- 
ing off-campus,  in  most 
cases, also must cover per- 
sonal items damaged by 
water. 
Bill Violet, owner and 
manager of S and V Rent- 
als, said some of his apart- 
ments were damaged by 
broken water pipes, but 
few students had claimed 
damage to personal prop- 
erty. 
"In cases where this 
would happen, the tenant is 
responsible for his per- 
sonal property and should 
be covered by homeown- 
er's or renter's insurance. 
The landlord has no insura- 
ble interest in the students' 
personal property," Violet 
said. 
If students are not cov- 
ered by renter's insurance, 
they should be covered un- 
der their parent's policy. 
Pat Maurer, manager of 
Greenbriar Apartments, 
said. 
"Situations like this are 
an act of God and can't be 
helped, but in most cases 
liability is left up to the 
student," Maurer said. 
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Frozen pipes damage apts. 
by Rita Glnley 
and Rita Ferenec 
Jeff Cope awoke one morn- 
ing to find ice-covered 
floors and temperatures 
barely above freezing in 
his apartment at 234% S. 
College. 
According to Cope,"the 
pipes froze and broke and 
water leaked all over. 
There waa ice on my 
kitchen floor and the water 
in the sinks and toilet was 
frozen." 
"Because of the condi- 
tions in the apartment it 
was impossible to remain 
there so I turned off my 
heat and went to stay with 
my mother," he said. 
Cope said be believes 
that faulty insulation 
caused the apartment to 
become so cold that the 
pipes burst. 
"I called Newlove Man- 
agement the day it hap- 
pened, and they said they'd 
send someone right over," 
he said. "It's been three 
weeks and they just 
started to repair the dam- 
age a few days ago." 
Hay Ducat, owner of the 
property said, "The dam- 
age to this apartment 
building as a result of this 
incident, is about $1,000." 
"Cope left the apart- 
ment and turned off the 
heat to save on expenses, 
which may have resulted 
in further damage to the 
property," be added. 
According to Ducat, 
"The pipes froze solid after 
the heat was turned off. 
only to thaw later and 
cause flooding and other 
considerable damage. It 
doesn't make much sense. 
He may have saved a few 
dollars in gas bills, but it 
also caused a considerable 
amount of damage." 
COPE   AND   DUCAT 
were not the only ones to 
experience trouble caused 
by frozen water pipes over 
Christmas break. 
An apartment at 810 
Fourth St. received dam- 
age to the walls and floor 
when a door left ajar over 
Christmas break blew 
open, according to Richard 
Newlove, president of 
Newlove Management 
Service. 
The severity of the 
weather plus a heating 
plant malfunction at 320 
Elm St. caused damage to 
the rental property by 
freezing water ,..pes, but 
he said, there was not as 
mucn damage at the 
Fourth Street apartment. 
"It all looks a lot worse 
than it usually is," New- 
love said. "Our owner's 
insurance will take care of 
the building and any per- 
sonal property damage 
will be taken care of by 
tenant's insurance or other 
insurance the tenant may 
have."* 
About $7,000 worth of 
damage was caused 
among the apartments at 
81S Second St. and 810 Fifth 
St.. Bill Violet, manager of 
S and V Rentals said. 
According to area real- 
tors there were a number 
of causes that attributed to 
the frozen and broken wa- 
ter lines, the main one be- 
ing the 10 to IS below zero 
"People weren't around 
during Christmas break to 
monitor their apartments 
and take proper precau- 
tions. There was no way 
anyone could have antic- 
ipated December being so 
cold," Newlove said. 
O LknttoadWau Prop. Heong ("TO. Ill given medical transit 
SOUTH 
945 
S. Main St. 
Sun.-Thurs. 11-Midnight 
Fri. & Sat. 11-1 a.m. 
Free Delivery 
from 11 a.m. 
352-1596 
POgliors 
Daily 11:00 a.m. to 
1 a.m. 
WEDNESDAY 
11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Spaghetti Dinner 
Served with Garlic Bread 
Happy Hours Dally: 
2 p.m.-4 p.m. A 9 p.m.-12 p.m. M.50 
THURSDAY 
11 a.m. • 9 p.m. 
Lasagne. Dinner 
Served with Garlic Bread 
Happy Hours Dally: 
2 p.m.-4 p.m. A 9 p.m.-12 p.m. 
A new non-emergency 
transportation service will 
be provided for sick or 
injured students who must 
St to the Health Center or 
ood County Hospital, Dr. 
Mary Edmonds, vice presi- 
dent of student affairs, 
said. 
"If students should sud- 
denly become ill in class 
and are not able to get 
somewhere on their own, 
they could use this serv- 
ice,".she said. 
Bill Jones, director of the 
Athletic Training Depart- 
ment, is appointing some 
of his upperclass athletic 
training students to partic- 
ipate in the program, Ed- 
monds said. 
Starting today, Edmonds 
said the service will run on 
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 8 
fun., and a station wagon 
urnished with equipment 
for non-emergency care 
will be supplied. 
Before the service, Pub- 
lic Safety transportea stu- 
dents in need of non- 
emergency medical care 
to Wood County Hospital or 
Health Center. But Ed- 
monds said this sometimes 
interferes with their work 
and students had to wait 
If students need trans- 
portation, they are to call 
Public Safety at 2-ZM6. 
CASH AND CARRY 
Press here for a great 
data processing career. 
The riQrtt time. The right place. 
State Farm is hiring. 
If you're a senior wrtti a data 
processing, computer science or 
math background, there may be 
a very special career opportunity 
waiting for you In one of the 
largest corporate data process- 
ing tacMMies in the country. 
There are actuarial and audit- 
ing jobs open, too. 
Blue Chip. Green light State 
Farm is one of America's leading 
insurance companies. Through 
innovative marketing and a proud 
service tradition it has become 
the nation's leading auto and 
homeowner's Insurer, and one of 
the top We insurance companies 
in the country. 
\bu'H receive expert training. 
You'll work on state-of-the-art 
data processing equipment \bu1l 
go as far and as fast as you can. 
Vbu couldn't have a more solid 
base to buMd a career on. 
Contact your campus 
Placement Director about 
State Farm today. 
Or visit the State Farm Re- 
cruiter. Our representative will 
be on campus 1/24 and 1/25. 
SIATtPA^NSU«Af<i COMPOS hom»CT!k^lfcxinwio^ 
Fancy 
CARNATIONS 
Helium-Filled 
MYLAR BALLOONS 
(Large Selection of Designs) 
$5.00 
$3.00 
DOZEN 
EACH 
CYCLAMEN POTTED       ^   „ 
PLANTS 30.00 
(All colors - 6" pot)   j 
MYLES' FLOWERS 
DAIR Y QUEEN BUILDING 
Plan now for the 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road    Bowling Groan, OH     352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included *gas heat • laundry 
facilities 'drapes • carpet • party Si game 
room •swimming pool "sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurniahed 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$2d0-furnished $265-unfumished Plus Gas & Electric 
tandlord pays water A sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furni!shed $200-unfurnished 
ail utilites included separate bedroom 
Free membership to Cnerrywood Health Spa with lease. 
Apartment i Available for Spring Semester J 
-state/world  
Video recorders legal 
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WASHINGTON (AP)-In 
a major legal setback for 
the film industry, a divided 
Supreme Court ruled yes- 
terday that the sale and 
use of home video record- 
ers to tape TV shows for 
later, private viewing is 
legal. 
The court voted five to 
four that the Sony Corp. 
and other makers are not 
violating U.S. copyright 
law by selling the popular 
machines, which the indus- 
try estimates are owned by 
about one of every 10 
American families. U.S. 
sales of the recorders total 
nearly $2 billion. 
The high court may not 
have the last word, how- 
ever, in the high-stakes 
battle over video record- 
ers. Movie producers are 
seeking a final victory in 
Congress, which has the 
power to rewrite copyright 
laws, and the court said Y' it 
may well be that Congress 
will take a fresh look at 
this new technology." 
The Justices said man- 
ufacturers may not be held 
responsible for possible il- 
legal use of the video re- 
corders,  such as taping 
copyrighted productions 
for commercial profit. 
Justice John Paul Ste- 
vens, in his opinion for the 
court, wrote that there is 
another remedy for this so- 
called "armchair piracy." 
Stevens noted that any- 
one who reproduces copy- 
righted material tor 
private financial gain - a 
federal offense - can be 
sentenced to one year in 
prison and fined 125,000 for 
the first violation. The pen- 
alty is two years and $50,- 
000 for repeat offenders. 
But Stevens said that 
taping television shews, 
even copyrighted ones, for 
private viewing at a later 
brae is not illegal. 
"One may search the 
Copyright Act in vain for 
any sign that the elected 
representatives of the mil- 
lions of people who watch 
television every day have 
made it unlawful to copy a 
program for later viewing 
at home," he said. 
"It may well be that 
Congress will take a fresh 
look at this new technolo 
gy.. .But it is not our Job 
to apply laws that have not 
yet been written," Stevens 
said. 
An underlying auestion 
in yesterday's ruling was 
whether Sony and other 
manufacturers could be 
forced to pay royalties to 
movie companies for mak- 
ing a machine capable of 
being used to break the 
copyright law. 
The video recording in- 
dustry said that if the 
court's opinion had gone 
against it, consumers 
might have had to pay a 
royalty, or tax, of $100 on 
each machine and $1 on 
each blank tape. The cost 
of the machines now 
ranges between about $400 
and $800 each. 
The Supreme Court over- 
turned a decision by the 9th 
US. Circuit Court of Ap- 
peals in 1961, which said 
Sony was violating federal 
copyright law in selling 
machines that could only 
be used to violate that law. 
Welcome BaCK 
i 
i 
i 
$5.00 
FOR LARGE 1 ITEM 
PIZZA 
Expires Feb. 1,1984 
HOUR 
RESUME! 
Introducing the FASTEST Turnaround 
in Bowling Green from the Resume PRO'S. 
A one page Resume Typeset and Printed in 
48 Hours 
without any rush charges! 
J<U <Bw'« 
QL«ck print, re. 
Our Services Are 
Many... So Give Us 
a Call 
352-5762 
111 S. Main 
Something Extra 
in counted cross stitch 
190 S. Main, Mini Mall 
WE ARE BACK BETTER THAN 
EVER. CHECK US OUT!! 
TUESDA Y: 8-n p.m. - TRIPLE NITE - 
THAT'S RIGHT "TRIPLE"! 
"A NEW TRADITION IN BG" 
MUSIC FROM THE 60's AND 70's 
WEDNESDA Y: ALL NITE 
DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE AT 
THE BAR - NO COVER! - DANCE TO 
YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC 
THURSDA V;8-io p.m. - OUR FAMOUS 
PLASTIC CUP SPECIAL!! 
FRIDA Y;8-io p.m. - MIXED DRINKS 
DON'T FAINT AT THE PRICE! 
SATURDA Y: 8-10 p.m. - -BEAT THE CLOCK- 
ON PITCHERS 
•v. 
FEATURING A DIFFERENT BEER EVERY 
WEEKEND A T SPECIAL SA VINGS.      . 
Students 
TER 
KROGER IS YOUR ONE- 
STOP SHOPPING STORE! 
•SEAFOOD SHOPPE 
•CHEESE SHOPPE 
•FLORAL SHOPPE 
•DELI/BAKERY 
1096 N. MAIN STREET 
«n   r. 
ADVEATIMO ITEM FOUC* Each o> 
m ■»■»■■■» MM* >• '•iwI'M to 
h* rartU* a-MUD* to. MI* in Mch 
KrajfBV Mora, • ■£•?• ■■ •pccWIca'li* 
•dlnirUeM  H-tMrunwiWin 
• ■•••a. ■■!!■■■    ■ w™ ■■    II   •ail    ||i 
m a nMckMi «MM «* MW m. 
M0ati Hw aai—Una nan, at 
aararttaa. prte« wfltwa JO Maya. 
Only •**• nail' eeaaaw aWMifr 
caatad .a, Maaa au'chaaatf 
COtVMHT 1W4. THi KMOm CO. 
QUANTITY «iOHTl MtlRVIO. 
■■CM  •   mm  imcrivi  AT ■ovum aaoN moon (TOM 
OMCTI MM. IITMUMM. n. 1M4I 
MAIN ST. 
352-3703 
BUY ONE, GET ONE 
Krogar (Aaaortad Vlrlatlai)— 12-oj. Carton 
COTTAGE CHEESE 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR 
PRICE, GET ONE, FREE! 
Limit 1 Fr.. Carton. PI....: 
BUY ONE, GET ONE 
Country Ovon—*oi. Packaga 
CHEESE BALLS 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR 
PRICE, GET ONE, FREE! 
Limit I Fr— Packaga, PI—I 
BUY ONE, GET ONE 
A—ortod Vtrloti—- »-oi. Cup 
YUBI YOGURT 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR 
PRICE, GET ONE, FREE! 
Limit t Fr— Cup, PI—! 
BUY ONE, GET ONE 
H—«y Duty C or O 2-ct. or »-Volt 1 -ct. Pkg. 
EVEREADY BATTERIES 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR 
PRICE, GET ONE, FREE! 
Lhtilt 1 Fr— Packaga, Pl*.«al 
BUY ONE, GET ONE 
Krogat—1-lb. LoaI 
MULTI-GRAIN BREAD 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR 
PRICE, GET ONE, FREE! 
Limit 1 Fr— Loa I. PI*...' 
BUY ONE, GET ONE 
Krogar—Quart Carton 
CHOCOLATE MILK 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR 
PRICE, GET ONE, FREE! 
Limit 1 Ft— Canon, PI——I 
BUY ONE, GET ONE 
(Aaaortad Vurlatf—)-1-». Pfcg. 
SLICED LUNCHMEAT 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR 
PRICE, GET ONE, FREE! 
Limit 1 Fr— Packaga, PI—I 
BUY ONE. GET ONE 
In thaPrwiucaDapartmant-2-lb.Bag What.or 
YELLOW POPCORN 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR 
PRICE, GET ONE, FREE! 
 Limit i Ft— Bag. PI—I  
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He mortgages home to pay lawyer 
LOGAN, Ohio (AP) - 
Dale Johnston, whose trial 
here in the mutilation slay- 
ings of his stepdaughter 
and her fiance entered its 
second week yesterday, 
has mortgaged his prop- 
erty to pay for his defense, 
court records show. 
Records in the Hocking 
County recorder's office 
show Johnston and his 
wife, Sarah, took out a $40,- 
000 mortgage in October, 
held by Columbus lawyer 
Thomas Tyack, who is rep- 
resenting Johnston in his 
trial. 
Court records also show 
the Johnstons took out two 
other mortgages for the 
same property, each for 
$5,000. One was to Lavelle 
It Goldsberry Co. in De- 
cember. The other was to 
Acton Harker & Holt, Lan- 
caster attorneys, in Sep- 
tember. 
The couple's 52.9-acre 
property and the house tra- 
iler on it were valued at 
$23,400 in I960, according 
to the Hocking County au- 
ditor's office. 
Robert Suhr, Tyack's as- 
sistant, said the property 
was mortgaged to the at- 
torneys as security be- 
cause the Johnstons have 
few assets. Tyack said he 
has no idea how much 
Johnston's defense will 
cost. 
Johnston, 50, is charged 
with two counts of aggra- 
vated murder with death 
penalty specifications in 
the October 1982 slayings 
of Annette Cooper 
Johnston,   18,   and   Todd 
CHARIS COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
WORSHIP SERVICE 
and 
"A Study In Ephesians" 
by Joseph R. McAuliffe, Pastor 
Two Services   8:45 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. 
Evary Sunday,    Prout Chapel 
Schultz, 19. 
IN TESTIMONY yester- 
day, the three judges hear- 
ing the case learned that 
Johnston tape-recorded his 
telephone conversations 
with Hocking County Sher- 
iff Jim Jones, including 
one conversation in which 
Johnston told Jones about 
shots being fired near the 
cornfield where parts of 
the dismembered bodies 
were found. An autopsy 
report showed Miss 
Johnston and Schultz died 
of gunshot wounds. 
Also yesterday, items 
collected during three 
searches of the Johnston 
property were introduced 
as evidence. Last week, 
police   identified   photo- 
Sphs that they said 
wed evidence found in 
the searches of Johnston's 
property. The photographs 
showed clothing found in a 
strip mine pit on 
Johnston's property and a 
machete, paint cans and a 
paint brush found in a 
building on the land. 
County Auditor Leonard 
Myers said he estimates 
the case will cost the 
county at least $50,000 in 
court proceedings and 
overtime pay. 
The estimate does not 
include the regular sala- 
ries of officials working on 
the case or the costs of 
possible appeals. 
"It's difficult to put a 
finger on the exact cost, 
but it's definitely the most 
expensive trial in the his- 
tory of the county," Myers 
said. 
President to move in 
DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) 
- The plan of new Ohio 
Wesleyan University Pres- 
ident David Warren to live 
in dormitories and frater- 
nity houses is getting a 
warm reception from stu- 
dents. 
"The students are really 
excited about it," Lynn 
Hlnkley, a senior from 
Boston, said. 
Warren, 40, was named 
president Saturday. He 
will take over at the 1,550- 
student school in March. 
He said he would like to 
live in dorms and frater- 
nity houses until the end of 
the school year, when his 
family will join him, as a 
way of getting to know the 
students better. 
"I can't think of a better 
way to spend time directly 
with them," be said. 
The students' reaction 
was quick and positive. 
John Smearton, dean of 
student services, said stu- 
dents have been stopping 
by his office to invite the 
new president to dinner or 
to be a house guest It 
appears Warren will not 
lack for invitations from 
the university's six dorms 
and 10 fraternity houses. 
STUDENTS interviewed 
this week approved of War- 
ren's plan and said they 
look forward to his arrival. 
Ted Jameson, a senior 
from Columbus, was one of 
two students on the presi- 
dential search committee. 
He has met Warren three 
times and is impressed. 
"His enthusiasm was 
something that really got 
to a lot of people, not only 
the students but the fac- 
ulty," Jameson said. 
Bill Colehower, a junior, 
said Warren sounds like a 
"highly energized" admin- 
istrator. Colehower likes 
Warren's idea of living 
with the students. 
"I've heard positive 
things from other stu- 
dents," said student Bon- 
nie Powell of Boston. 
 state/world- 
Computer hacks 
worry professor 
ADA, Ohio (AP) - Com- 
puter "hackers" who 
sneak peeks at unautho- 
rized files often move on to 
computer vandalism, one 
of many issues discussed 
in Ronald Beanblossom's 
Ethics and Technology 
course at Ohio Northern 
University. 
"Professionally, there 
tends to be a growing 
awareness of some of the 
ethical issues surrounding 
computers," Beanblossom 
said yesterday. "Some of 
the issues would strike one 
as being very straightfor- 
ward, but they're really 
not." 
ONU, located about 15 
miles northeast of Lima, is 
offering the course for the 
first time this winter and 
Beanblossom said he has 
had some difficulty assem- 
bling course materials. 
It s too soon for a text- 
book on computer ethics, 
Beanblossom said. Much 
of what be uses as teaching 
tools has appeared in 
newspapers and mag- 
azines. 
A graduate of Union 
Theological Seminary in 
New York City, Beanblos- 
som said his course intends 
to consider ethical issues 
in engineering and biology, 
both of which he said are 
still infant areas in ethics. 
"MOST PEOPLE have a 
basic feeling of what ia 
right and what is wrong," 
he said. "What we're try- 
ing to do is let the students 
see how they would apply 
these issues to a situation 
they might come in contact 
with." 
In the first five weeks of 
the course, Beanblossom 
discussed what he consid- 
ers the five ethical issues 
surrounding computers. 
The first area, computer 
vulnerability, relates to 
the "hackers" who take a 
peek at files in unautho 
rized systems. It's a prac- 
tice that can lead to more 
serious abridging of com- 
puter security, he said. 
Other ethical issues in- 
volved in computers are 
disputed rights of software 
creators, confidentiality of 
data stored in the comput- 
ers, loyalty to an employer 
and responsibility for com- 
puter data use. 
"Some of the questions 
that come up are, 'When 
does an employee have a 
right to use software that 
he created while employed 
at a certain company?' 
'When is it wrong to use an 
employer's computer idle 
time for personal gain?' 
and 'When is it wrong to 
omit some computer data 
to achieve a result you 
want?' " Beanblossom 
said. 
V MYLES PIZZA PUB«* E. Wooster 
9 inch Pizza 
Coupon Good For 
2 Free Like 
On DeJ!yeTy_ 
$"40OFF 
Inside Only 
12 Inch Pizza 
Coupon Good For 
3 Free Like 
J3n_Dellyery_ 
TSSOFF 
Inside Only 
14 Inch Pizza 
Coupon Good For 
4 Free Like 
_Op_pellvery 
$780 OFF 
Inside Only 
Lunch 
Coupon Good From 
11:00 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
$.70 
Off Any Order 
of $4.75 Or More 
Except Specials 
Delivery or Inside 
No Alcohol 
Mon.-Wed. 11:00 A.M. - 2:30 A.M. 
HOURS: Thur.-Sat. 11.00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M. 
Sunday Noon - 2:30 A.M. 
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY 
25 * OFF 
Any 
Small Sub 
ONE COUPON PER ORDER 
EXPIRES 3 IS 84 
5(K OFF 
Any Large 
SUB 
ONE COUPON PER ORDER 
EXPIRES 3   15 S< 
352-1504 
FREE DELIVERY 
Ch 
Each Item 
Added  ... 
-  PlZM - 
9" 12" 
3.25 4 35 
% 
14" 
5.60 
.55 85 .95 
16" 
6.90 
1.20 
Items available: 
Fr«*h Ground BV*rt 
Kirsh Italian bduMgtr 
Rtal Bacon But 
Real Bacon Strip* 
r-?e*h Gr«*n Peppm 
r-rvth Tomato Slices 
Whole Wrwat Dough 
Mild Pvpprr Ringi 
Shrimp icimnrajua' •» •»■. 
Roast Beef 
Corned Beef 
Turkey 
Ham 
Ham and Cheese 
Salami 
Italian Bologna 
Mixed Meal 
Chicken Salad 
Tuna Salad 
Italian Meatball 
Italian Sausage 
Vegetarian 
Reuben   •»< -.• .. 
Super Deluxe MM 
Extra Tomato 
Extra Cheese 
Double Chr» 
Thick Dough 
Canadian Bacon 
Ground Buffalo 
Freth Onions 
Green Olivet 
Black Olivet 
Fresh Kushroomt 
Jalapeno Peppers 
— Subn — 
Small 
2.70 
2.75 
2.20 
2.15 
2.25 
2.00 
2.00 
2.25 
2.40 
2.40 
2.25 
2.25 
2.35 
. —...,     2.40 
Ham 
Pepperoni 
Pineapple 
Fresh Eggs 
Salami 
Mushrooms 
Sauerkraut 
Anchovies 
-udiWiw   «"^f 
.15 
.IS 
Large 
3.20 
3.40 
2 80 
2.80 
3.00 
2.50 
2.50 
3.00 
3.15 
3.15 
3.00 
3.00 
3.15 
3.90 
8.45 
.20 
.20 
Other bunt Available on requeu ai addition*! COM 
iPumprrnHki-l   French   Italian or Sour Dough) 
- Salad - 
Tossed Salad 
Chef Salad 
Tuna Salad 
Chicken Salad 
Turkey Chel 
Vegetarian Chef 
1.40 
3.30 
3.40 
3.40 
3.75 
3.75 
Tomato Or Pizza Bread 
Small      1.70 
Large      2.30 
Item Added    .55 .75 
•   ••<■»-   Ua*f1   l<i       -a-v^     ."■..• '.   , 
Sub 
Coupon Good For 
1 Free Like 
with any size sub 
DELIVERY ONLY- 
1 Free 
Like 
with any 
Chef Salad 
Except Specials 
Delivery Or Inside 
And while you're at it, 
ski a little.     >^o^ 
If you can tear yourself away 
from the hospitality, the 
romance and the crackling 
fireplace at the lodge, you' 
find yourself smack-dab in 
the middle of the best skiing 
in the Midwest. In Michigan. 
For snow and ski conditions, 
call our 24-hour toll-rree 
number. 
"% HMK>248'5708 
%1§M!CH!GAN 
-D 
3 
a. 
o 
in 
(ft   Ift 
-2. w 3. 
0J 
O   £ 
3 
§ 
Q. 
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E 
w 
O 
£ 
Salad Bar - All You Can Eat       2.75 
Garlic Bread With Cheese 
Small .90 1.65 
Large 1.25 2.40 
~   B*JV€'/»najeB   ™ 
7 Up. Lik*   Banclhead Root Bee.   Dwt 7 Up 
Sugar Free Like  Orange Cru»h. Grape Crush. Red Cream Cruth 
Milk ' jpt.4S Choc Milk'/» pi .45 12 oz Cans.55 
6-Pack Of Canned Pop 2.50 
NO DELIVERY ON BEER 
Only 111 coupon on any one order 
Coupons cannot be used on any specials 
M 
VO 
451 off 
Any 
Chef Salad 
Delivery or Inalde 
ONE COHPIM PER okfirH 
i-XPIRE* ll'iM 
iftaas 
75 C OFF 
Any 14" (1) Item Or More 
PIZZA 
ONE COUPON PER ORDER 
EXPIRES 1 IS 84 
S
 1.25 OFF 
Any 16"   .  • 
(1) Item Or More 
PIZZA 
ONE COUPON PER ORDER 
EXPIRES 3 15. M 
COLD & CONVENIENT 
SCHMIDT AND GENESEE BEER BALLS 
PEPSI 
Frito Lay 
RUFFLES POTATO 
CHIPS 
99* 
2 Liter Bottle 
99* 
SAVE ON 
24 RETURNABLES: LARGE SELECTION 
• 24 PACK CANS: OLD MIL, 
MEISTER BRAU, GOEBLE 
RACKETEERS 
DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING J 
A 
THIS YEAR 
BUY IT AT 
T.O.'S 
• customized 
apparrel 
• magazines 
• school 
supplies 
• cigarettes 
• grocery needs 
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 sports  
BG icers juggle lineup to retain *1 ranking 
by Stave Qulnn 
sports reporter 
Most coaches will say it is pretty 
hard to win on the road, but they will 
probably agree that it is harder to win 
without a full squad. 
The Falcon hockey team was faced 
with such a situation, playing its last 
six games on the road, and never 
having its normal lineup. 
Despite this fact, Bowling Green 
upped its overall record to 21-2-1. 
remained the nation's top-ranked 
team, and still sits atop the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association with 
15-2-1 slate. 
DURING THE six-game span, the 
icers came away with a 4-1-1 record, 
including a first place finish in the 
Key Bank Tournament at Lake 
Placid, N.V. 
The six-game stint began in Lake 
Placid, and missing the tourney was 
John Samanski. Samanski played 
four games with the Canadian Olym- 
Sic team which took on the Soviet 
elect team. Samanski was produc- 
tive while playing for the Canadian 
team, scoring a goal and an assist. 
"It was good experience for me," 
Samanski said. "It was also hard 
work. I traveled to a lot of different 
cities. The Russians are a real fast 
team." 
Sophomore Dave Ellet was also 
asked to play on the Canadian squad 
but chose to stay with the Falcons. 
Ellet's decision turned out to be a 
blessing as he was selected to the all- 
tournament team at Lake Placid. 
"I made a committment when I 
came to BG," Ellet said. "It's great 
that we won. Those outer league 
games are so important. Being coo- 
sen to the all-tournament team is a 
bonus for me." 
IN THE first round of the tourna- 
ment, the Falcons overcame a 4-3 
deficit in the second period to defeat 
Cornell 6-4, and advance to the final 
round against Clarkson. 
WMPUCOACHES' POLL 
team overall votes Pts. 
1)BG (21*1) (7) 92 
2) North. Oak (16-8-1) (2) 91 
3) Minn. Dul (16-8-1) 69 
4)RPi (17-3) 50 
S)MSU (19-7) 49 
6)OSU (20-4) 48 
7) Boston Col. (16-3) 36 
8) New Ham. (11-7-1) (D 29 
9) Boston U. (14-4) 20 
10) Wise. (16-12) 9 
W00*ACMS8 M£DtA POLL 
team overall votes Pts. 
1)BG (21*1) (8) 98 
2) N. Dak (21-5) (1) 84 
3) Minn. Dul. (16-8-1) (D 71 
3) RPI (17-3) 71 
5) New Hamp (11-7-1) 51 
5) Harvard (16-3) 51 
7)OSU (20-4) 38 
8| MSU (19-7) 38 
9) Boston Univ (14-4) 23 
9) Minn (19-5-2) 23 
Again, BG rose to the occasion with 
strong defense and came away with a 
24 victory. Dan Kane scored both BG 
goals and earned all-tournament hon- 
ors and the tournament's Most Valu- 
able Player award. Also selected to 
the all-tournament team was goai- 
tender Gary Knizich. 
The win over Clarkson marked the 
third time the Falcons have defeated 
the Golden Knights this season, the 
other two victories coming in the 
opening series this season at BG. 
"We went there (Lake Placid) feel- 
ing our objective was to win the 
tournament," BG coach Jerry York 
said. "We have not been successful in 
past years. It was critical to do well 
and was a plus for us to win." 
Success did not stop with the tour- 
nament as BG traveled to Ann Arbor, 
Mich, to humiliate Michigan in the 
series opener, 8-2. Samanski, Kane 
and Mike Pikul each tallied two goals, 
with Pikul getting his first game-win- 
ner of the season. 
THE FALCONS, however, suffered 
another setback when both Perry 
Braun and Jamie Wansbrough were 
sidelined with shoulder troubles. 
In the series' second game, the 
Falcons saw their 17-game winning 
streak come to a halt when they lost 6- 
5 in overtime. Wolverine goaltender 
Mark Chiamp kept his team in the 
game by stopping 46 of BG's 51 shots. 
That was the same Chiamp that sur- 
rendered four goals in just over one 
period. 
"One night he (Chiamp) was on and 
one night he was off," York said of 
Chiamp's goaltending. 
The roaa trip was concluded in Big 
Rapids, Mich, when the Falcons took 
on Ferris State, winning the first 
game 5-2 but tying the second game 5- 
S. The win was another comeback for 
the Falcons as they overcame a 2-0 
- M 
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w         A 
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photofcogei Moz/O'eto 
Falcon Wayne Wilson (2) is pursued by Michigan's Bruce Macnab as goaltender Gary Kruzich watches on. Bowling 
Green split the series with Michigan on Jan. 6-7. 
deficit after the first period. It was a 
balanced attack that helped the Fal- 
cons win, as five different BG players 
put the puck in the net. 
The win was not without another 
setback. 
Ellet was forced to leave the game 
with a knee injury and did not see any 
action in the second game, leaving BG 
with only four defenders. 
"Ferris State played real well," 
York said. "They played us tough. I 
thought we were a little tired. We had 
to go with four defensemen the 1 
game. That's a lot of hockey." 
The road trips end for at least one 
weekend as BG hosts Northern Michi- 
gan this weekend. Both the players 
and York agreed that it is good to be 
home. 
Falcons find MAC road a tough one 
by Marc Delph 
assistant sports editor 
The road through the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference was supposed to be as 
easy as last season for the Bowling 
Green cagers, with the possible ex- 
ception of pre-season favorite Ohio 
University. But, the first few weeks 
have proven otherwise as both Toledo 
and Kent State have brought the Fal- 
cons down to earth with two road 
game upsets. 
After the Falcon, robed not out- 
talented Lake Superior 121-79 with the 
help of David Jenkins' 22 points and 
Bill Faine's 21 markers on Dec. 22, 
they traveled to Albuquerque. N.M. 
for the Lobo Invitational Classic. 
More than 15,000 onlookers wit 
nessed BG edge a talented California 
club 59-58 to up their record to 7-1 on 
the season as they beaded into the 
championship round of the Invite 
against host New Mexico. 
Though NMU proved to be too much 
for the Falcons, earning an 88-74 
victory, BG's 7-2 record was the best 
in the league and much improved 
over last season's non-conference re- 
cord of 5-4 as they dove into MAC play 
at Toledo on Jan. 4. 
Toledo M BG 88 
Pre-game scouting reports said to 
give Rocket starting freshman for- 
ward Blake Burnham the outside 
shot. Post-game reports said the pre- 
game scout was fired. Burnam scored 
28 points - most from the outside. 
It didn't take any reports to know 
that a good defensive effort was 
needed on UT's star forward Ken 
Epperson. He. too, poured in 28, and 
reserve guard Jay Gast went 8-for-10 
from the field for 16 points, and the 
Rockets shot the Falcons out of the 
sky, 9448. 
''Our problem was defense," BG 
coach John Weinert said. "A couple of 
Rackets bad very good games. But if I 
were to say we were lax on defense 
that would put down Toledo and 
they're a very good team. We were 
picked to finish second in the MAC 
this season and they were picked to 
finish third and we were playing in 
their backyard. Eighty-eight points 
are a lot on the road and you should 
win with that." 
On the flip side, the Rockets held 
BG scoring machine Jenkins to only 
11 points on the evening while allow- 
ing the Falcons to stand at the charity 
stripe for a mere 10 attempts. UT 
made 20-of-21 from the line. 
BG's Colin Irish led the Falcons 
with 23 points and a game-high 10 
rebounds, followed by Keith Taylor 
and Faine with 22 points apiece. 
Though BG had the hot hand in the 
early goings as it jumped out to a 
seven-point advantage. 27-20, the 
Rockets quickly responded with a 10- 
of-14 effort from the field to surge to a 
44-39 halfUme lead. 
The Falcons managed to keep the 
score tight until UT scored 10 un- 
answered points to nearly ice it at 77- 
63, with eight minutes to play. 
BG made a late run until the 
buzzer, but it proved too little, too 
late. 
BG 77 Northern 111. (5 
Northern Illinois was the only MAC 
team last season to defeat the Falcons 
twice. That feat will be hard to match 
as BG took out their Toledo frustra- 
tions on the lowly Huskies, 77-65. 
The key was to hold NIU forward 
Tim Dillon under his season average 
of 22.7 points per game. He had only 
four in the first half as BG jumped out 
to a 32-26 edge at the intermission. 
Even Dillon's 12-point second half 
total couldn't get the out-manned 
Huskies back into this contest, but 
that didn't prove to be the main factor 
in the game. And Jenkins' game-high 
28 points nor Irish's 20 didn't make the 
headlines. It was the way in which 
reserve point guard Al Thomas 
spelled a struggling Brian Miller to 
spark the BG offense that had found 
themselves tied at 20-apiece late in 
the first stanza. 
Thomas dazzled himself to Player 
of the Game honors, overshadowing 
Jenkins and Irish. 
Kent State 82 BG 72 
An over-thrilled KSU fan yelled 
"the biggest upset of the year" when 
this one was over. In the eyes of all 
those around the MAC, especially 
fans of the previously 0-2 Flashes, be 
was right. 
Early speculation had this game an 
easy roaa win for BG; opposite field 
goal percentages made it a virtual 
field day for KSU as they shot 67 
percent in the first half compared to a 
47 percent game average for the Fal- 
cons en route to the 10-point upset 
"I would be hard pressed to find 
someone who played well tonight," 
Weinert said, after the Falcons 
slipped to 1-2 in MAC play. 
BG 93 Ball State 75 
It wasn't pretty, but BG will 
take'em any way they can at this 
point. 
Ball State could be the worst team 
in the MAC, and it tried its hardest to 
prove that fact to the Falcon fans last 
Saturday in Anderson Arena. 
Four BG players scored in double 
figures,led by Irish and Taylor with 
21, followed by Faine with 19, and 
Jenkins with 16. 
"We finally showed some patience 
on offense tonight," Weinert said. 
Tonight the Falcons travel to Kala- 
mazoo, Mich, to face Western Michi- 
gan. 
Gymnasts place second 
by Tom Reed 
sports reporter 
photo^^ilVo,' 
Bowling Green gymnast Jill Slomsky performs on the uneven 
bars during-a triangular meet at Kent State. The Falcons placed 
second in the matt. 
Bowling Green's gymnastics team 
has enjoyed about as much success of 
winnning in Kent State's Memorial 
Gym as the Cleveland Browns have 
had in Pittsburgh's Three Rivers Sta- 
dium. 
For the record, the Browns are 0-14 
in Three Rivers. 
And despite Julie Bender's all- 
around individual victory, the Fal- 
cons suffered yet another loss in Kent, 
as BG absorbed its first setback of the 
season last Sunday. 
The meet was the team's first in 
nearly a month, and coach Simpson 
said the long lay-off was a contribut- 
ing factor to the squad's loss. T
'We didn't have a great day," 
Simpson said, "but we were kind of 
rigid and tight. Before the break we 
were really getting our routines down, 
but the break disrupted that Al- 
though we practiced a lot, there is just 
no substitute for meet competition, 
which we had not had in a while." 
KENT STATE won the triangular 
meet with a 168.95 score; the Falcons, 
who were ranked 13th in the nation 
going into the meet, placed second 
with a 168.40 mark; and West Virginia 
finished a distant third with 150.80. 
The vault was the Falcons' strong- 
est event as Bender captured first 
place with a 9.0 mark. BG's Lew 
Schipper finished third with a score of 
8.65, while teammate Shelley Staley, 
Tvbo took third in the all-around com- 
petition, tied Mary Ann Kruppa for 
sixth with a 8.55. 
The Falcons placed second in the 
floor excercise, with Bender finishing 
second with a 8.85 mark. Staley tied 
for third with an 8.75, and freshman 
Ellen Di Cola, who logged a fifth place 
spot in the all-around, placed sixth 
with an 8.50. 
EVEN THOUGH BG won the bal- 
ance beam competition with Bender 
registering a score of 8.75, only Staley 
was able to stay on the beam for the 
Falcons throughout her entire routine 
as she placed third with a mark of 
8.60. According to Simpson, if just one 
more of the gymnasts would have 
stayed on the beam, the Falcons could 
have at least clinched a tie. 
The Falcons will try to get back on 
the winning track Friday when they 
travel to Central Michigan. 
pnoto/Je« HoH 
Bowling Green's Al Thomas drives to the basket as an unidenti- 
fied Ball State player attempts to defend during last Saturday's 
93-75 victory over the Cardinals. 
BG tankers back from Florida trip 
by Trlsha Dietrich 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's men's and wom- 
en's swim teams returned from Mi- 
ami, Fla. last Tuesday night after 
spending 12 days in training on a ncn- 
competitive basis. 
Both teams traveled to Miami over 
Christmas break in an effort to gain 
the strength and endurance they will 
need to compete strongly throughout 
the rest of their respective seasons. 
The men and women tankers aver- 
aged 12,500 to 14,000 meters a day or 7- 
9 miles per day in dual workouts. The 
trip was strictly business, with no 
days-off and practices on both New 
Year's Eve and New Year's Day. 
THE SWIMMERS partly paid for 
their trips, with the rest of the money 
obtained through fund raising. 
After returning from Florida last 
Tuesday night, the team began work- 
outs in BG's Cooper Pool Thursday 
afternoon. Last Saturday, the men 
traveled to Akron, while the women 
competed at Cleveland State. The 
hard woikouts paid off for both 
teams, as both the men and women 
won their dual meets. 
The men beat Akron 69-42. The 
women surpassed CSU, winning 101- 
39. Thus, the men stand at 2-1, while 
the women have an impressive 4-0 
record. 
The swimmers' individual times 
were slightly off due to fatigue, travel 
and an overabundance of extensive 
distance training. However, BG 
swimmers now have the backbone to 
place high in the MAC championships 
later in the season and drop seconds 
off their previous times. 
Good swims and many first places 
were taken by both the men and 
women. The men captured the open- 
ing 400 yard medley relay while the 
women walked away with the initial 
200 medley relay. 
BG swimmer Dean Shaw took first 
in both the 1,000 and 500 freestyle 
events. BG junior Andy Lydens took 
first in the 200 freestyle while BG 
freshman Alex Srekely took second. 
CAPTAIN JEFF Layne was edged 
out in the 200 butterfly but with a good 
swim took second puce. BG's Cnris 
t 
h  
Birnbrich took first in the 200 back- 
stroke, while teammate Dan McFar- 
land took first in the 200 breastroke. 
BG divers Andy Koester and Bill 
Abbott took first and second, respec- 
tively, in the one-meter diving, re- 
quired and optional. 
BG freshman Paula Holmes swept 
through both the 1,000 and 500 free- 
style events. Likewise, senior Cathy 
Schmitz placed first in both the IN 
and 200 breastroke. BG captain 
Donna Homberger finished first ui the 
100 backstroke and teammate Dawa 
Grant finished first in the M0 back- 
stroke. 
Returning to competition after be- 
ing ill, BG captain Amy Kindy took 
'irst in the 2X freestyle. Jeanne Mar- 
tinek placed first in the 200 butterfly, 
while teammate Amy Conroy took 
first in the 100 butterfly. 
Annette Agee finished first in the SO 
freestyle and Beth Rkketts did the 
same in the 100 freestyle. The WORMS 
tankers swam the last three events ef 
the meet on an exhibition basis abaca 
their win was already weflwtab 
lished. 
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First-round pick Bayless 
turns down USFL offer 
by Tom Hue* 
sports editor 
og news/Pa'fck! 
Bowling Green safety Martin Bayless takes a water bi»ak during 
a practice session last fall. The four-time all-MiaAmerican 
Conference player was drafted in the first round by the 
USFLs Memphis Showboats 
Bowling Green free safety Martin 
Bayless, a first round draft choice of 
the Memphis Showboats in the United 
States Football League draft on Jan. S 
has decided not to sign with the ex- 
pansion franchise, Bayless said last 
night. 
Bayless, who led the nation in pass 
interceptions this season with 10, be- 
came the first Mid-American Confer- 
ence player ever chosen in the first 
round of a pro draft. He was the 21st 
player chosen in the upstart USFL's 
second draft. 
Bayless said be was offered a four- 
year guaranteed contract worth an 
estimated $650,000, with a $200,000 
signing bonus included within the 
$630,000 package. 
BAYLESS SAO) a major factor for 
his not signing the contract was that 
the Showboats save him and his Ak- 
ron agent Greg Listig a five-day dead- 
line to sign after the initial offer. 
"I really wasn't too enthused about 
playing football right away, and I felt 
that being drafted in the first round 
their offer should have been around $1 
million to compete with NFL and 
their pension system and other long 
term incentives." Bayless said. 
"But it didn't make me feel too 
good when they gave me a five-day 
deadline to sign." 
With the National Football League 
draft still to be held, Bayless sakfhe 
would wait and see what offers the 
elder league had to give, and Urn tee 
if the Showboats would increase their 
financial package. From talking with 
various teams in the NFL, Bayless 
said he is rumored to be a third round 
draft choice. 
While he was in Dayton over 
Christmas break, Bayless said he was 
contacted by the general managers of 
Dallas, Cleveland, San Francisco. 
Philadelphia, New York Giants ana 
Pittsburgh. Bayless said be has 
talked with representatives from ev- 
ery NFL team. 
Bayless, a standout basketball and 
football player at Dayton's Belmont 
High School, was recruited by the 
Falcons but was not offered a schol- 
arship. But coming to BG as a walk-on 
in 1960, Bayless was offered a schol- 
arship during the initial days of the 
summer camp. 
Starting for four seasons, Bayless 
intercepted 31 passes and was an all- 
MAf selection in each of his last three 
seasons. 
At S-f oot-2,195 pounds, Bayless had 
two interceptions in the annual Blue- 
Gray game played on Christmas Day 
in Montgomery, Ala. 
Women cagers have 
free throw line blues 
bytadPoMarrisT 
sports reporter 
North Carolina State basketball 
coach Jim Vahrano used it to his 
advantage when bis Wolfpack won 
the NCAA title last year. Unfortu- 
nately though, Bowling Green's 
women's basketball team cant 
to DM it to theirs. 
It's called the free throw. It 
so harmless early in the 
game, but it all adds up over the 
course of a contest. 
BG is shooting 56.6 percent from 
the line, compared to their oppo- 
nents' M.t percent. Despite the 
above statistic, BG head coach 
Kathy Bole is not overly worried. 
"We are making the pressure 
free throws when we are really 
concentrating - we Just have to 
concentrate more every time we go 
to the line," Bole said. 
DESPITE THE Falcons' free 
throw problems they have a 2-2 
Mid-American Conference ledger, 
64 overall. 
The Falcons opened MAC play 
with a 5746 win over Toledo, with 
the aid of the two Rhonda Moore 
free throws in waning moments. 
BG would hive been able to 
breathe much easier, but an 8-for- 
22 performance at the line kept the 
outcome in doubt until the end. 
Coming home to face Northern 
Illinois, the Falcons round a way to 
avoid their troubles at the line. 
They didn't make it to the charity 
stripe for the entire game. The 
result - a close two-point loss to the 
Huskies, 60-58. 
Next came the trip to Kent State 
to face the 1-10 Golden Flashes. 
The Flashes threw up rainbow af- 
ter rainbow at the hoop, scorching 
it at a 56 percent rate. The Falcons 
tried, but they could not keep up 
the pace and allowed over 70 points 
for only the third time this year in 
an 81-62 loss. 
The Falcons needed a good game 
to set back on the track and they 
had one at the expense of Ball 
State. Cary McGehee led the way 
with 15 points while Joelyn Shoup 
gathered in a career-high 19 re- 
bounds en route to a 58-49 victory. 
McGEHEE CONTINUES to roll 
on, scoring in double figures in all 
but one of the first 12 games. She 
leads the team in scoring at a 14.6 
clip. 
The Falcons now move on to face 
Western Michigan tonight. WMU is 
7-4 on the year, 2-2 in the MAC. The 
Broncos are led by Vicky Muskie 
who leads the team in points and 
rebounds, 16.6 and 7.7 respectively. 
Good Values Every 
Day for Family, 
Home, Auto & Farm 
The<  
Andersons General Store 518 Illinois Ave., Maumee • Mon.-Sat. 8-9 • Sun. 10-5 New phone number: 891-2700 
99.83 
AM/FM Stereo Radio 
Cassette Recorder 
#RX-5015 
PORTABLE TV 
79.86 
12" Portable Black 
and White Television 
•BT120A/Y 
29.52 
AN Star Pro Leather Oxford 
■asketball Shoe* 
Men's sizes 6V4 to 13. 
•10764 
36.78 
All Star Pro Leather 
Hl-Cut 
Men* sizes 6% to 13. 
•19791 
Brings Good Things 
To Life 
26.89 
MM AM/FM Electronic 
Digital Clock Radio 
•7-4630 
45.5 
Two-Speed Mlcro- 
cassette Recorder 
Great for the 
classroom. 
•3-5335 
! ft 
AM/FM Stereo Headset 
Radio with Belt Clip 
•7-1600 
76.84 
Clock Ridlo Telephone 
Pushbutton pulse dialing phone with 
tone feedback, lighted keypad, rin- 
ger on-off and volume control, radial 
and mute. Touch'n Set clock AM- 
FM radio. #7-4700 
Lee jeans are for the whole family, all year 'round. 
Lee Rider pre-waahed straight leg jeans — 
100% cotton, 14 oi. heavyweight denim. 
Lee Rider ESP stretch rinsed denim laans 
66% cotton/34% Fortrel polyester 
22.88 
Mene Regular Fit Boot 
Flare 
Waist sizes 34 - 50. 
•204-2046 
24.88 
Ms. Lee Juniors end 
Misses Straight Leg 
Sizes 3 -15 and 6 -18 In 
regular lengths. 
#302/»305-1746 
16.98 
GEflUtt^ 
Waist sizes 29-36. 
•20f>0147 
19.88 
Ms. Lee Juniors and 
Misses 
Sizes 3 - 15 and 6 - 18 In 
regular lengths. 
»202/#305-8749 
12.88 
Boys and Girls 
Boys sizes 4 - 7. girls 
sizes 4 - 6X. 
#510/»530-0147 
14.88 
Boys and flirts 
Boys sizes 8 -14, and 
girls sizes 7 -14. 
•520/W40-0147 
new. South Boundary 
Country Charm Shopping Canter 
Parrvsburg. Ohio 43551 
ATTENTION E.G. ART & DESIGN STUDENTS! 
We have a complete line of GRUM- 
BACKER ART supplies and offer special 
ordering   service   for   individuals   or 
groups. 
• EBERHAND—FABER 
• KOH—I—NOOR 
• CRESCENT 
. B.Q^Students Always Receive a 10% discount 
\     t • "      VJf 
• PICKETT 
• CONTE 
•HUNT 
WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO 
SHAPE THIS SUMMER. 
lajaf           £-jSw 
_K^JJ      ^ 
For more 
information 
Contact: 
I        afjasm v. aa   B 1         Capt. 
John Cogley 
1          Dept. 
■ Military Science 
U     >;^kfl^ 
372-2476 
\1JEJF* M a'J&r JAW B_^^>-       TM 
ifcWJBSv 
But  the  big If you have 
payoff happens at   least   two 
on    graduation years   of   col- 
day.    That's lege  left,   you 
when  you  re- can spend six 
ceive   an   offi- weeks  at  our 
cer • s Army    RQTC 
commission. Basic    Camp 
So get your this   summer 
body in shape and   earn   ap- (not to mention proximately 
your bank ac- $600. 
count). And   if   you 
Enroll    in qualify, you can 
Army    ROTC. enter the ROTC 
For more infor- 2 year program 
mation, contact this fall and re- 
your Professor ceive  an   offi- 
of Military Sci- ce r 's 
ence. commission. 
MALRSU 3£« 
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Soccer is a winner in Cleveiand 
photo/Phil Masturzo 
Cleveland  Force  forward  George  Nanchoff celebrates a  goal  In a  recent  soccer   match  at the  Richfield 
Coliseum. The Force leads the MISL's Eastern Division with a 15-3 record. 
by Ted Pastonte 
sports reporter 
CLEVELAND - In a town where 
winning sports teams are as scarce as 
good natured jokes about the city, the 
Cleveland Force has become the 
pride of Northeastern Ohio. 
Hie Force's following has in- 
creased along with its winning record, 
which now stands at 15-3. the best in 
the Major Indoor Soccer League fol- 
lowing last Sunday's 8-4 victory over 
the Los Angeles Lazers. 
A crowd of 12,168 watched Cleve- 
land and Los Angeles play soccer 
indoors in the middle of the winter. 
That is not exactly the time that one 
would normally draw many fans, but, 
then again, this is not a normal situa- 
tion. The Force is winning in Cleve- 
land, and at a record pace. 
Last year the Force started out of 
the gate quickly, winning 12 of their 
first 13 games, but then turned around 
and stumbled, losing a big lead and 
the Eastern division championship to 
the Baltimore Blast. 
Cleveland went into the playoffs 
last season and defeated Chicago in a 
zrzr 
GO 
FALCONS 
mmxxa 
Your 
dollars 
fight 
heart 
disease 
and 
stroke. • 
We need 
your help. 
0 
American Heart 
Association 
^ \ f Kirs **< >0 >0 
TUE. LADIES NIGHT 
WED: QUARTER NIGHT 
THUR: COLLEGE I.D. 
FRI & SAT: PARTY NITES 
SUN: NO COVER NtTE 
Kirs 0°fl 
MON: NO COVER NITE 
TUES: LADIES NIGHT 
WED: QUARTER NIGHT 
THUR: COLLEGE I.D. 
FRI & SAT PARTY NITES 
Thursday is College I.D. Night 
REYNOLDS at HEATHERDOWNS/887-9123 SECOR at SYLVANIA/473-0682 
TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK 
2 Office Hrs: 9-5 fcvemngs by Appt. 
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL 
"EARLY BIRD 
S P E CIAL" 
$10.00 per month OFF rent if lease 
is signed by March 31st. 
1 I 2 BDRM APTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
WE PAY HEAT. WATER. CABLE 
AND TRASH PICKUP 
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave. 
Summit St. 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
 9929135  
NOW PILOT tS 
TWOPaNTSUPONTHE 
COMPETITION 
!• 
> 
FlNJE. 
THATS Myj 
EXTRA FINE" 
'THATS MINE 
II 
PREPARE  FOR 
If you love fine writing, 
now you con choose between 
two Precise Rolling Boll pens 
that write so fine yet flow so 
smoothly you'll wonder how 
we made it possible. 
And it's only The Precise 
that allows you to write so 
beautifully in either fine point 
or extra fine point. 
The price? It's even finer. 
Only $1.19 each. 
PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS. 
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE. 
@Si precise 
' iRoKngBoJI 
GMATMCATLSAT 
SATDATGRECPA 
Join our "Early Bird" and 
Summer Classes In Preparation 
for Your Fall 1982 Exama 
• Permanent Centers open day*, evenings end 
weekends. 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated hilMlme staft. 
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE* facilities lor 
review ot clasa lessons and supplementary 
materials. 
• Small classes taught by skilled instructors. 
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons. 
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly 
updated by researchers expert In tnelr field. 
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue; 
study at any of our ever 105 centers. 
Available At 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services 
Building 
I en oni •*■**■ > ««u«i KflPUlN UMIUWUI Ctttter TUT FtlPAUTIte) iMCULUT* SIMS till 3550 Secor Rd. Suite 201 Toledo. Onto 
M» A*MI onwr CIMMI I«HMIM* in mm n enm i * 
smjiam inn uutsuranasinim 
mini-series and gave Baltimore all it 
could handle before losing three 
games to two in the MISL semi-finals. 
THE FORCE lost the battle, but 
they may have won Jhe war, as they 
won the hearts of their fans, selling 
out the mini-series final against Chi- 
cago and nearly selling out the two 
games at home against Baltimore. 
However, the Cleveland manage- 
ment did not rest on their laurels of 
the past year. It went out and grabbed 
what it needed the most. Prize goal- 
keeper Krys Sobeski was obtained 
from the Pittsburgh Spirit to go with 
the league's top offense. 
It has produced dividends on the 
field and in the stands as the Force 
has been able to overcome injuries 
and slumps so 'ar this year to m<ai,- 
tain the Eastern Division l°ad by four 
games over Pittsburgh. 
The Cleveland fans also have re- 
sponded to the Force, helping Cleve- 
land rank third in the league in 
attendance, averaging over 12,000 
fans per game. That isn't bad consid- 
ering winter weather has kept many 
fans away. 
THIS SEASON the Force has been 
led by their high powered offense that 
has scored at least four goals in 16 of 
its 18 games. Incidentally, those 
were two of the Force's three 
The major fireplugs of the offense 
are forwards Keith Futphy, Crate 
Alien and Kai Haaskivi. They all tied 
for the team lead in scoring last year. 
This year Vic Davidson and Louie 
Nanchoff have stepped up their scor- 
ing output and nave provided bal- 
anced scoring so far this year. 
This is not to say the Force is 
without a good defense. Last year, at 
times, the defense was as solid as a 
ring of steel, and other times like 
swiss cheese. Defenders Peter Millar 
and Bret Hall have been added, along 
with Sobeski to shore up the defense. 
The result was an improved de- 
fense that is much more consistent. 
Sobeski is second in goals against 
average, and is unbeaten thus far this 
season. Backup Chris Vaccaro has 
been the victim of a lack of offense in 
two of his three losses this year, but 
still has provided solid goalkeeping. 
downtown, inc. 
Welcome Back! 
Be sure and see 
the new look 
at Uptown. 
Bowling Green 
Rental Housing 
Association 
A non-profit organization dedicated 
to improved rental housing stand- 
ards, better housing management 
practices and open communication 
between tenant and housing man- 
agement. 
Currently representing over 
2800 rental housing units 
In Bowling Green 
We WELCOME YOU, and your inquiries 
for information write: 
BGPHA, P.O. Box 633 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Richard S. Heyman, President 
MUSICIANS J"TJ PERFORMERS 
i 
|<M< 
■ 
- 
.    . ■   .  ■ 
■ •■:>■•■     i| -1.iii. 
- 
XL: 
PERMANENT TIME SAVERS. 
There s nothing like a perm lor sheer manageability and 
convenience II can save you countless hours m Ironi ol the 
mirror And these days that counts lor a lol 
One perm we oiler is Creative Curl ■ Irom Redken We like it 
because it s gentle lo the hair You ll love it lor its stylish 
flexibility Creative Curl lets you lake you' look Irom casually 
elegant lo elegantly casual quickly and hassle tree1 
So give us a call soon And see how Creative Curl can save 
you lime Permanently 
OREDKEN 
SALON PRESCRIPTION CENTER 
uM* - v/vMMjren***** 
TECHNICIANS 
Si'iui resumes now, 
rjT) 
IIW'SHOV.  AUIIIIIO-NS 
\-< POIM 
■ ■   : : 
(4mxi\z°mi 
J—*  (Hair, Skin, and Sail Ih-xiunvrs 
352-4101.352-4143 
181 (B)S. Main, B.G. 
Mon   Wad SFn 8 6 
Tua»  & Thurs 8-8. Sol 8-3 
P 
 -20%-w 
THE FOLLOWING SERVICES: 
MANICURES, SCULPTURED NAILS. HAIR 
CUTS OR PERMS. DISCOUNT ONLY GOOD 
WHEN APPT. IS MADE WITH ANNETTE. 
BRING THIS COUPON FOR DISCOUNT 
yP^ (EXPIRATION DATE: MARCH 1, 1984) 
fc ■»■>■>»*»»*■'■■■ 
12 bp'n«wi/)arHiary 18.1964 
lassifieds 
•umwrnva 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
Jin. 1», 19*4 
"» '■»■■ —Myers —' » on 
eo*«*» — •*•* el Jenuory >3 sod 
M I* Inlonilea   lellilllH  csndt- 
U.  tar  «M ■ ■ 
UL   ■   *•   «CONO 
MexMj* w*1 M IwM tf*r« 7:3* A.M. 
,10011.1 
M.  I—ll|ll  lOlfclll  (BullneSS, 
Agencies, and Orad- 
HO   EDUCATION 
___ L At the ame ol 
—'u». you KUI preaanl Student 
ID. elung weji e cor^ crl your Creden 
M fam lor nok Msiwsw or war- 
Bear you schedule Ouelitied 
•■■(■H m tncM WieO '"••jt tt*# 
•VBoMMK tMfyrvoM. m)0ft ■ofl grst) 
ait** 4MB* rsausstsd by the em- 
HM MM below Those oho do 
MlMlMl requrements wi noi 
ee MaMaaad. Only permanent ran 
a*— (US cDbara) ere conexjered 
a*— otajrataa Inrjcoted Thanunv 
kar at 0 MoaMe me number or 
by  ins em- 
CfTajANK 
Near Vork Cay NY, I 26 84 MOMT. 
MMOC. B7M N Col ol But Admin . 
tec. May grade (I) 12 Mots 
IEXAS mstRUMeNTS, mc, 
INFO SYS. 1 MtVCS. QHOU» 
Dafca. TX. 1-23-84 t 1-24-84 
PftOQJANLY: BVM Comp Sol. BVM 
MtS. or HIM any Main or But major 
sriBllBhr* Computer courses Mey. 
Aug Ores* (2) aa. dart. 8 Hot* aa. 
schedule 
TEXAS rMTMMENT*, INC.. 
DATE SYSTEMS OHOUf 
Dalai. TX. I 23 84 4 1 -24-84. SYS- 
OWENTEO OPERATION: B. M Comp 
3d . May. Aug Grade  (l| aa data. 
13 slots aa acharlula 
BOY SCOUTS Of AMERICA 
Tofcldo OH. 1-24-84. DOT*. EXEC: 
EXPLOMNQ   EXEC:   B/Bum   RM „ 
Pub Hal. Plyc. Soc. SOWK  Oac 
May. Aug (I) 8 slots 
DATA BASICS. MC. 
Ctevetand. OH. 1-24-84 8 1-25-84. 
PPXXUANLY: a Comp Sol, Oac . 
May. Aug Qrada. a«S Oac . May. 
Aug Qrada (1) aa (81 I'M CS. (4| 
aktteMtSee schedule AlmuMhava 
1 Acot. counw. 
FIPCSTONE TME t IMaaC*. CO. 
Oxannal.   OH.    1-24-84.   MOMT. 
TKNEE  (Strong dears to enter Rat 
Salaa Center) B/Mkt. Oac . May HI 
lOatora 
CHAMPION    INTERNATIONAL 
CORP. 
Stamtord. CT. 1-25-84. SALES TR- 
NEE: Any Bnn BUB Adrian . or 67 In 
Ub Ad* man bua concanlraBOn. 
May Aug. Qrada (1) 12 fast*. 
AUOTTOR B/Acct . May. Aug (2) 12 
akXaaa 
PROO. TRNEE: B/Comp So . MIS 
or other bua major w/C S concan- 
kaeon. May. Aug Qrada HI 12 
Stan  
OPER- 
CREDIT TRNEE: AOMM. TRNEE. 
B/Prod/Opar. md Mgmt. Bin Ub. 
Arts with Bua concentration. May, 
Aug Qrada. (1) 12 Not*. 
CHENKAl ABSTRACTS SERVICE 
Cosmbue. OH. 1 25-84. APPU 
PROO.: BVComp 3d. May, Aug 
Qrada (1) 12*M* . 
NATIONAl CITY BANK 
Ctevetand. OH. 1-2 7-84 MOMT. 
DO. PROORAM: BVComp Sci . 
May. Aug Qrada (1)12 aW*. 
MONT. DEV. PnOOMM: MBA FIN 
B/Fti.. Eoon. SeaVig/Setae. May. 
Aug Qrada HI 12 MM* 
OHIO EDISON COMPANY 
Akron. OH.   1-27-84.   PERS   REP: 
Qrada. (1) 10 akx. 
PARKER HANNIFrN CORP. 
Cleveland.   OH.    1-27-84.   ACCT. 
TRNO.   PROORAat   B/Accl.   May. 
Aug Qrada (tj 13 slots 
UNTTEO WAY Of AMERICA 
Toledo. OH. 1-27-84. BfTERN PRO- 
ORAM (FULLY   PArOI LEAOMO TO 
PERM POSITION: Any major. Dae . 
May Qrada (1) 12 Mora 
BANK ONE. CLEVELAND, NA 
Clavaland.    OH.     1-31-84. 
CANCELLED 
EASTMAN KOOAK COMPANY 
Rocnaalar. NY. 1-31-84. 2-01-84. 
2-02-84,   SALES:   uVSeBng'Seles. 
May, Aug. Qrada   HI aa  data. 11 
slots ee acfiadula 
ATaT BELL LABORATORIES 
Short Ha*. NJ, 1-23-84, PRODUC- 
TION  EDITOR:  BVM Tech Writing.. 
Jam.. Comp  Set.. May Qrad*  (1J 
12 No*. 
OOOOYIAR TME t RUMMR CO. 
Akron, OH, 1-23-84 a 1-24-84. 
ENT. LEV. PROO: B/Comp 3d. 
MS. May. Aug Qrad* (1| 12 atari 
ENT. LEV. ACCT: B/Acct. May. Aug 
Qrada (I) 12 Mot. 
FPJTOLAY. INC. 
DaM*. TX. 1-31-84, FIRST LINE 
RROO. SUPV: BVBac Teen. Mlg 
Tech, ProdfOpar, Food Set.. May, 
Aug Qrada (21 13 Not* aa. ached- 
ukj. 
OURWAY 
Bowing Qraan. OH, 1-31-84. RE- 
FERRAL PARTNER: B/at major*. 
Oac. May. Aug Qrada (1) 1 7 Mot. 
STOUFFER FOODS CORP. 
Solon  OH. 1-31-84. PROD. SUPV: 
B/Prod Mgmt. Oac. May Qrada. (2) 
ISatoMaa- tchaaaa. 
TURNER CONSTRUCTION CO. 
Naw York C»y. NY. 1-31-84, PKLD 
ENOR: BVConatn. Taeh.. May Qrad. 
(1) 12 Nor. 
RCA CORPORATION 
Charry m, NJ. 2-01-84 t 2-02-84. 
PORCH.     ASSOC-:     B'Proc'Maa. 
M*yQr*o* Hlaa data. l2No<*aa 
(Bring complawd App to mtarvkM) 
SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO. 
Canaayid. OH. 2-01-84. INT AUDI- 
TOR: aAcct . Ftl. RaW . S.Bng- 
■SNaa. Oac , May, Aug  Qrada   121 
11 Mot. aa acnadule 
SOCIETY NATIONAL BANK 
Oavaamd, OH. 2-01-84, MOMT. 
TRNEE: BVFai.. Aect.. Econ, May 
Qrada. (1)12 Not* (Prat 3 0 QPA 
ovaratj 
TRAVENOL LABORATORIES. INC 
DaamakJ.  I, 2-01-84. BUYER7EX- 
PEDITER:  B/MaH*   or  Opar .   Bus 
* Sci or Engr backgmd. May Qrad. 
HI 12 Mot. 
MATLS. PLAWIBIQ ANLY: BUaM 
or Opar. Bua wloga/Opar avjaraal 
1 couraawork. May Qrad* |1) 12 
Mot. 
FIRST INVESTORS CORP. 
TokMo  OH. 2-02-84, Cnangad ra- 
crurtlig data to 3-27-84 
MOMT SYS. ANLY: MBA-MS. May, 
Aug Qrada (1) 12 Nora 
MKT. REP: B/Mkt  w«l CS  raaMpd 
oouraa*. May, Aug  Qrad*  |1| 12 
Mot* 
MKT. SUPPORT REP: BVComp Sol 
wan Bua  raaRad oouraaa,  BVMIS. 
May. Aug Qrada (11 12 Mota 
atlRROOOHS CORPORATION 
Darn*. Ml. 2-02-84. MOMT. SYS. 
ANLY:  DATA   TECH   ANLY:   BVM 
Comp. Sol.. B/MtS. May. Aug Qrada 
12) 12MM.aa 
LMMCY OWENS FORD CO., CORP. 
DM. 
ToMdo. OH. 2-02-84. ASST. AUDI- 
TOR: TAX ACCT: B/Aoct . May, Aug 
Qrad*. Prat 3 0 QPA al major I 
ovaral.   Forgn.   Lang,   halprul  tor 
Audlng   |1, 12 Hot. 
McOONNELL DOUOLAS CORP. 
DOUOLAS AIRCRAFT CO..  MAIL 
DP/. 
Long Baaon, CA. 1-30-84. MATL. 
COORO.:   BM.   Proc/MaS .   Log. 
Opar . May Qrad. (11 12 Mot. 
HOBART CCRPORATION 
Troy,  OH,   1-28-84    MM  TRNEE: 
BVComp Sci   MIS May. Aug Qrada 
(1)11 Mot. 
SALES TRNEE: B/SaangiSakra. May. 
Aug. Qrad* (1) 11 ant* 
MONSANTO    RESEARCH 
CORPJMOUNO 
Maaraabutg.   OH.    1-26-84.    PRO- 
OJANLV: BVComp  Sd . May, Aug 
Qrada (1) 12 Mora 
PROOJANLY:   BVMrS.   May.    Aug 
Qradall) I2*tota 
STATE FARM INSURANCE COS 
foamnf/u,.    «..    126-84.    PRO- 
OJANLY: BVComp   Sol.. MS. Oac 
May Aug  Qrad* (2)  12 Mot* a* 
acfaMuJa 
SERVICES OFFERED 
N*«t-Tc-N*w Shop 
Clotting » Houaawara. prlcad tow 
OpanTuaa 10-4 » Frl 17 
St Atoyaoai School. 2nd Boor 
FkXraa* Sawing t Alteration. 
Laltara   (   naignla.  on   Jackata   1 
awaatar.    Al   gwmant.   mual   be 
dean 352-7268 
PERSONALS 
ATTENTKJN EVERYONE WHO OR- 
DERED BQSU MOM I BOSU OAD 
SWEATSHIRTS LAST THURS AND 
FFO YOU CAN PICK THEM UP 
WEDS . 12/14 IN THE BA BLOC 
FOYER FROM 14 PLEASE BRING 
YOUR RECEIPT 
PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS 
• here etna 
Powder Putt 362-8225 
Makeup Bonu. 
Our  own  treat)  donut. 
emy awning ham The GETAWAY 
CM 35241(2. 
Lag Warmer. Het.-Mittcn.-Knee 
Sock. 30* OH Jaan* N Things 
531 PaagaSt  
Long Underwear 
20* OFF 
N Trwig. 531 Ridge St 
x c Ski Rental 
PwoaTs Bke Shop 
131 W WooMar 352 8264 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Margaret Farrar and I rude Jaffe 
CI*U Ut ArajMn Ttan 1>|aak»1i 
ACROSS 
1 Ruga*) clltf 
5 "BattNiCry" 
author 
8 Slice thinly 
14 In parentts 
15 Barren ot 
Hollywood 
16 Kind of down 
17 " a man with 
seven wives..." 
18 Storm precede/ 
19 Pulls certain 
strings 
20 Subject tor 
Debussy (with 
"La"! 
21 Gay nor 
22 Fit to be INK) 
23 Spinners' spools 
25 Aleutian Isle 
27 Bullring shout 
28 Orommets 
31 U , 
memorable 
UN name 
34 Envelop 
35 Accouterments 
37 Composer Bartok 
38 Negative 
contraction 
39 One ol the 
Gutrttlea 
40 Belgrade native 
41 Tourist stop in 
Italy 
42 Gem carved In 
relief 
43 Bishop, for one 
45 Links standard 
46 Current Broadway 
hit 
47 Most desolate 
51 Cheeky children 
54 Part of a Muslim 
household 
56 Recent: Prefix 
57 Refute 
58 Name tor a Viking 
59 Ale input 
60 Make used to 
61 Name meaning 
"grace" 
62 Zenith 
63 Apportioned, 
(with "out") 
64 Boxers 
65 Airline abbrs. 
DOWN 
1 Scale 
2 Role for a 
Shakespearean 
3 Sour 
4 "I Rhythm" 
5 Cosmopolitan 
6 Certain horses 
7 Concerning 
8 Spanish-born, 
American 
philosopher, 
18631952 
9 Soap opera 
10 Danish 
philosopher, 
1813-1855 
11 Small ones: Suftlx 
12 Air 
13 Gaelic 
21 Leave at the altar 
24 Italian 
philosopher, 
1221-1274 
26 Govt. bureau 
28 Steno's sometime 
job 
29 Semester 
30 Realtor's aim 
31 Recipe abbr. 
32 Succor 
33 Axillary 
34 British 
philosopher, 
1861-1947 
36 Milne animal 
38 Bridge 
42 Tranquil 
44 Tilted  
45 Smithereens 
47 Clasp and twist, 
as hands 
48 Pass, as laws 
49 Historic Alabama 
_£!tt  
50 Carryalls 
51 Cup edge 
52 Gallic name 
53 Lie adjacent to 
55 Cartoonist Peter 
59 Daisy  
LOST AND FOUND 
POUND 6 wk ok) kitten, near bus 
nation Verv cute, arht with gray 
soots It you *u. ska to adopt, cat 
362-6412 
RUSH THETA CHI 
with the lade, of 
Tomorrow at 7 30 p.m. 
Comer ol Seventh < High 
 VvUMEN'SCUW 
Comprahenerve obaterrlca 
and Qynecdogy 
Contracaprrve Service.. 
V D.Teeta and Treatment 
TarrWnaSona up to 10 w.alia 
Free Pregnancy TaaSng. 241-2471 
The biggeet Rush Party at the year 
I. comma Tueeday. Jan. 24 at 7 30 
p.m. when Theta CM p/eeents Play- 
boy Paieh at the Preekkent's Lounge 
m Bra BOSU lee Arena.  
COMMONS   S4 
KICK OFF THE NEW YEARI 
Watch the SUPERSOWL 
QaM screen In N E Commons Your 
favorite stadium munchiee avertable 
January 22. Gametime 
Congratulation,  to  CrakJ  Peterson. 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA brother ol the 
week Thanks lor the Good Job 
WANTED 
Needed: a couch reasonably good 
condition  WB pay   2-4840. ask lor 
Steve or Chuck  
HELP 3 rrntaa needed doee to 
campus |4«i St > Elm) Luxury Apt 
lne<panarve Spiral stakcaae CM 
3543187  
Rmte wanted to share 2 bdrm turn 
apt w/non-smkg man) $125 mcle 
at  newer bfdg   doee to campus 
352-8648  
Need  1   M   student lor  apt    near 
campus ReeaonaUe ofter 
352-7365 
Ferrule roommate leaded 
10 share apartment with 2 other girts 
Close to campus. reasonsWe rant.M 
Cal 352 6005 
HELP WANTED 
CRUISESHtPS ARE HFtmtGi 
$16130000'    Cambean.    Hawse. 
Work)    CM   lor   Guide.   Directory. 
Newslettei    1 (916)944-4440  ext 
Bowing Green State Cruise  
AIRLINES HMNQI Stewardesses' 
Raaarvatlonlstst $14 39.000 
Worldwide! CM lor Directory, Outfe. 
Newsktfler (91 Si 944-4440. L-xt 
Bowano Green State AH 
Babysmer needed tor 3 amas cha- 
dran every oalar Sat mommg Reler- 
362-2287 
WANTEO Succaaa-orlenMd, *a>. 
motivated Indrvtduel to work 2-4 
hours per weak placing and flBng 
posters on campus Earn $500pkts 
eech schod year   1-800 243 8679 
FOR RENT 
1 > 2 bdrm apt* S houses Close to 
can-"*   0*1 352-7464 before 5 
p.m. 
Need  1   M   student  tor apt   near 
campus naaaonebte otter 
 362-7386 
LMgua Apia . Iota ol character 2 2 
bdrm Imn   huge old house.  1 oMc., 
entire up house 362-6860  
Apt. aval, on Vtoot^m acroaa from 
KoN Exkemety attordabta rant 
352-8250 
THURST1N UANOB APARTMENTS 
Air coniSaOned. tuay carpeted, cable 
vwlon. alSdenclee. laundry lac**** 
Now HasHg tor summer 1 aj 
451 Thurstm Ave 352-6435 
Unxjue on* ol a kind apt m the 
itowntown busnaes dkunct Stained 
glass window*. *ky*ght*. bwnwood 
psrvaaig. lot! t other smvlsr lectures 
Make Itv4 a spec*, place to eve 3or 
4 parson occupancy Aval Fab 1. 
1984 362-6164 from 9-5 
Apt to subte (or Spr Sam Wlnthrop 
Tarraca North Apia Own bdrm 
 CM 362-3814 
Room tor Rent 
F student-2 block* from campus 
362-3272  
House* t apartments 
doss to campus lor  84 85 schod 
yaer CM collect 1-287 3341 
* 352-1504 
HOURS: MONDAY-WEDNESDAY: 11:00 AM - 2:30 AM 
TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 11:00 AM - 3:00 AM 
SUNDAY: NOON - 2:30 AM 
MYLES' PIZZA PUB 
516 E. WOOSTER 
DAYTONA 
BEACH 
SPRING BREAK 
OVER 1000 PEOPLE CAN'T BE WRONG! 
THEY WENT WITH UAO THE PAST 3 YEARS! 
MARCH 16-25 
TRIP INCLUDES: l 
" $209 per person quad occupancy 
Desert Inn Hotel on the beach 
3'-blocks from night life and concerts 
A full service, hotel      * .-..•.. 
* Modern. 1st class motor coach transportation 
* Numerous d'ii -    Unls 
* $50 deposit due upon sign-up • 
SIGN UP NOW IN UAO OFFICE 
NO HIDDEN COSTS-READ THE OTHER'S FINE PRINT! 
